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CHAPTER I 
DTROOOCTIO:N 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this atuq is to detemine and develop the educa-
tional specifications for a Junior-Senior High School Building which 
will meet the educational needs, present and tuture, of the youth of 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. 
Source 
l 
Sch~l buildings are s0111etimes erected vi th little thought as to 
the real educational needs of the youth who are to use them. Teachers 
and administrators have recognized the educational handicaps in a build-
ing that could have been easily avoided by better planning. The _ideas, 
bom of experience 7 could be so usefUl in making educational plana. 
These plans should precede the work of the archi teet and the construc-
tion of the building. The desire to express a011e of these ideas into 
the development of a modern building and the need of a Junior-Senior 
JU.gb School Building in Shrewabur.r have prompted this atuq. It is 
hoped that this study 1118\Y sane dq help to produce a usefUl school 
building--a building that will allow for an improved educational pro-
gram. Such an improved program will thus help in meeting the educa-
tional needs of the youth of the community. 
Justification 
Shrewsbury is 1n need of a Junior-Senior High School Building. 
This recOIIIIIIendation is not new, having been made 1n the report of the 
school survey o~ 1945. The need is still 1110re acute ~ than it was 
eight years aso. L1 ttle progress can be made in improving the present 
educational program until more adequate building1acilities are made 
available. 
Before proper building facilities are provided it would seem a 
wise procedure to establish those educational specifications tor which 
such a building is needed. Administrators and members of the school 
staff are in a good position to make usefUl recommendations. Their 
knowledse and experience should be so used. They, better than any 
others, know the present and :f'uture educational needs ot the pupils. 
2 
It is only as a building provides the necessary aid tO the school statf 
in their educational work that the quality ot the school program can be 
improved. 
A well-developed set of educational specifications, approved by 
the Superintendent and School C01DIIi ttee, Will provide · the arohi teet w11h 
the most use:f'ul material for making adequate building plans. 
These educational specifications vill be justified in the tact that 
1. An adequate and functional building can be erected. 
2. Such a buildirig will provide for a better educational program 
that vill meet the needs of the youth of the cCIIIJIIDDi ty. 
3. The resulting building may allow for :f'uture educational growth. 
4. The original cost, upkeep and operation will be more economical 
as a result of carefUl planning. 
Scope 
The specifications for a building can vary with the size of a 
building, number of pupils to be accCIIIDiodated, age grouping, type and 
3 
extent of the educational program, and the allowance for :fUture growth. 
1. The size of a building and the nWIIbers to be cared for vill re-
quire infomation relative to the town population and :f'uture 
growth, present enrollment in grades 1 through 12, tuture school 
population as detemined by local birth rates during the last 
ten years, and the estimated enrollment in grades 7 through 12 
for the next seven years. 
2. The character of the building and its facilities will depend 
largely on the educational program that will be required to 
meet the needs of the youth of the community. 
3. The more definite specifications will be largely determined 
by the application of enrollment to the proposed program and 
the extent to which facilities are to be provided for such a 
program. 
4. The detailed specifications will be classified by groupings or 
areas 
a. Regular olaasroCJDa. 
(1) English 
(2) Social Studies 
(3) Mathematics 
(4) Foreign Language 
b. Special classrooms. 
(1) Science 
(2) Physical Education 
(3) Health 
(4) Household Arts 
( 5) Arts 8lld Craf'ts 
( 6) Industrial Arts 
(7) Music 
(8) Business Education 
c. Administrative Facilities. 
(1.) Principal, Vice-Principal, and De8ll of Girls Of'fices 
(2) Guidance Office and Rooms 
(3) Health Unit 
d. Cafeteria. 
e. Auditorium. 
f. Library. 
g. Faculty Rooms. 
h. Student Activity Rooms. 
1. General Service Rooms. 
(1) 88llitation 
(2) Storage and Special Services 
(3) Lockers 
( 4) Large Storage Rooms 
(5) Custodian' a Service Roome 
( 6) Corridors and Stairways 
The definite educational specifioatio.ns for the proposed building 
will also depend on the program of studies to be used. This program 
will be the one developed as a result of the several studies made by 
the writer. The report of these studies will be given in Chapter Two 
and will consist of: 
4 
1. A review o~ the imperative needs of all youth. These were y 
establisted by the Educational Policies Commission of the 
National Education Association. They will be reviewed for 
the purpose of using them as guiding objectives in planning 
the educational program ot studies to be used at Shrewsb~. 
gj 
2. A review and study of the 1945 Survey of Shrewsbury Schools. 
The purpose will be to note the needs that existed at that 
time and those that still remain, so that the :future program 
of studies and building plana can then provide for meeting 
those needs. 
3. A summary of the replies ot a questionnaire sent to the 
graduates of the High School beginDing w1 th the class of 
1945 and including the classes through 1949. The information 
received will help to evaluate the program of the pas't; and by 
using suggestions received from the graduates, the program of 
studies planned for the :future will be improved. 
4. Tbe awgaary of a panel that was held for the purpose of re-
viewing the many weaknesses in the present program which are 
due to inadequate building tacili ties and other physical needs. 
The panel was composed of teachers, pupils, and parents :f'rall 
the Parent-Teacher-Student Association. The panel was pre-
sented at a meeting of the association. 
1/Education Policies Commission, Policies for Education in American 
Democracy, National Education Association, Washington, D.C., 1946. 
g/Dr. Roy 0. Billett, Dr. W. Linwood Chase, Dr. Herbert Blair, The 
Report of School Survey, 'l'own of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, 1945. 
5 
5. A sUlllllary of the teacher survey. The teachers were asked to 
survey the present program of studies in tems of the ten 
imperative needs of youth, in order to evaluate the present 
program of studies. This survey was summarized by mee.ne of 
a questioDDaire. The interpretations of the results checked 
on this questionnaire will help to evaluate the present pro-
gram of studies and to detemine the needs to be met by the 
:f'U ture program. 
The program of studies to be proposed, based on the findings 
ae reported in Chapter Two, will help to provide tor the tuture educa-
tional needs or the youth of Shrewsbury. 
The study of the population trends will be reported in Chapter 
Three. The present school population will be projected to give the 
estimated number or junior-senior high school pupils tor whom a 
building should be built. The proposed building should be ready for 
full occupancy by the school year 1959-1960. 
The projected pupil enrollments will be properly applied to the 
program of studies through the use of fomulated procedure. The re-
sulting figures will be used to dete:nnine the required number. of 
classroaus and additional features. Finally, the detailed specifi-
cations as previously described will be developed. 
Chapter Four will contain a general sumDuoy of the study. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPING A PROGRAM OF STUDIES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF SHREWSBURY YOUI'H 
PurpOses and objectives.-- To assist in developing an adequate and 
practical program of studies there should be an established set of 
objectives as determined by local needs. These purposes or objectives 
will for.m the basis for a logical development of a program that will 
meet the needs of the youth of the local community. 
What are the purposes, aims and objectives that have been 
established by education throughout the nation which can help in 
determining the objectives of the local community? Volumes have been 
written relative to the purposes of education and to define them briefly 
is a most difficult task. The following statements taken from "Policies y 
for Education in American Democracy11 might serve as a definition: 
7 
"Educational purposes •••• are a for.m of social policy, a program 
of social action based on same accepted scale of values. Since 
the application of these values varies from place to' place and even 
from day to day, detailed purposes of education can never be 
developed so as to be universally applicable and perpetually 
enduring. Constant study and revision are required to keep them 
meaningful to the peop.}.e and effective in the· schools." 
It would appear, therefore, that in establishing objectives an 
attempt should be made to allow for the changing values and conditions of 
life, and that such objectives be far ahead of the planned program. This 
means a constant study and revision of such objectives as well as a 
1/Education Policies Commission, Policies for Education in American 
Democracy, National Education Association, Washington, D.C., 194'6, p. 158. 
8 
frequent examination of the program of studies which is attempting to 
meet these objectives. One point can perhaps be un~uestionably agreed 
upon. In any established purposes which American education may have, the 
democratic way of life must be included. The educational programs 
developed to follow these purposes must always allow for putting into 
practice those things concerned with the individual, his home, his family, 
his neighbors, his economic welfare and his civic and social duties • 
One of the more recent and definite set of objectives which has proved 
helpfu.l in improving the program of secondary education was developed by y 
the Educational Policies Commission in "Education for AJ.l American Youth." 
It was presented in the form known as tru; "Ten Imperative Needs of Youth." 
. . gj 
This publication together with its summary edition "Planning for 
American Youth" has been used by many schools throughout the nation. As 
a result, secondary schools have examined their curriculum in terms of 
these ten imperative needs of youth. They have established objectives by 
which the needs of the youth of the local community can be met and have 
developed programs of studies which will attain those objectives. 
These are the ten imperative needs of youth in a democratic society 
which are deemed common and essential: 
l. All youth need to develop saleable skills and those understandings 
!/Educational Policies Commission, National Education Association, 
Education for AJ.l American Youth, The Association, Washington, D.c., 1944, 
421 pp. 
g}Executive Committee and the Committee on Curriculum Planning and 
Development of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, 
Planning for American Youth, National Association of Secondary-School 
Principals, Washington, D.C., 1944, pp. 2-64. 
and attitudes that make the worker an intelligent and 
productive participant in economic life. To this end most youth 
need supervised work experience as well as education in the 
skills and knowledge of their occupations. 
2. All youth need to develop and maintain good health and physical 
fitness. 
9 
3. All youth need to understand the rights and duties of the citizen 
of a democratic society and to be diligent and competent in the 
performance of their obligations as members of the community and 
citizens of the state and nation. 
4. All youth need to understand the significance of the family for 
the individual and society and the conditions conducive to 
successful family life. 
5. All youth need to know how to purchase and use goods and services 
intelligently, understanding both the values received by the 
consumer and the economic consequences of their acts. 
6. All youth need to understand the methods of science, the influence 
of science on human life, and the main scientific facts concerning 
the nature of the work and of man. 
1· All youth need opportunities to develop their capact.ties to 
appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and nature. 
8. All youth need to be able to use their leisure time well and to 
budget it wisely, balancing activities that yield satisfactions 
to the individualwith those that are socially useful. 
9. All youth need to develop respect for other persons, to grow in 
their insight into ethical values and principles, and to be able 
10 
to 11 ve and work cooperatively with others • 
10. All youth need to grow in their ability to think rationally, to 
express their thoughts clearly, and to read and listen with 
understanding. 
Briefly stated they are: 
l. Vocational training 
2. Good health 
3. Worthy citizenship 
4 . Worthy home membership 
5· Consumer education 
6. Understanding of science 
7. Appreciation of the aesthetic 
8. Worthy use of leisure time 
9. Character development 
10. Possession of skills in the fundamentals of the learning process. 
The Committee on Curriculum Planning and Development, which 
represented the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, 
solicited the assistance of many high schools throughout the country in 
applying the ten imperative needs of youth to their local educational 
programs. Each of the selected schools examined its curriculum in terms 
of these needs of youth and returned written evidence of ways and means 
by which these needs were being met. The reports of this study were y 
summarized in the March, 1947 issue of "The Bulletin." The inf'ormation 
!/William French, Chairman, The Committee on Curriculum Planning and 
Development, The era.tive Needs of Youth of Second -School , The 
Bulletin, 1947, N~ber 1 5, National Association of Secondary-School 
Principals of the National Education Association, Washington, D.C., pp. 7-144. 
... 
ll 
contained in this splendid report bas been most useful to principals of 
high schools in analyzing their own school. By its use they were better 
able to recognize the ways in which they were meeting these established 
needs and how they could make improvements in their program of studies. 
Especially helpful in analyzing and improving the program of 
education at Shrewsbury were the suggestions in the report made by y 
Dr. Roy 0. Billett in the 1945 survey of Shrewsbury schools. In this 
survey it was pointed out that there are eight educational needs common 
to secondary schools in most American communities. These eight needs 
parallel the ten imperative needs as listed previously and in same cases 
are identical to them. These eight needs were similarly expressed in the 
gj 
publication by the Massachusetts Department of Education, and by the 
11 
Committee on Evaluative Criteria. 
The following is the list of educational needs of youth as given in 
Dr. Billett 1 s survey: 
"1. Growing Up 
2. Profiting from Guidance 
3. Achieving Health and Physical Fitness 
4. Making the Most of the Environment 
5. Living Aesthetically 
YDr. Roy 0. Billett, Dr. W. Linwood Chase 1 Dr. Herbert Blair, The Report 
of School Survey, Town of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, 1945, pp o 4o=4 3 o 
g/The Committee on Evaluation of Secondary Education in Massachusetts, 
The Evaluation of Secondary Education in Massachusetts, Department of 
Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 3~, 1950, pp. 6 and 7. 
11 The Committee on Evaluative Criteria, Evaluative Criteria, Cooperative 
Study of Secondary-School Standards, Washington, D.c., 1950, v + 305 pp. 
12 
6. Using Leisure Time 
7. Preparing for Vocation, for Further Education, or for Both 
8. Becoming Self-Educating. 11 
With these needs of youth as a criteria the present educational 
program of secondary schools of Shrewsbury may be examined with the hope 
of determining: 
1. The educational value of the present secondary-school program 
2. The educational needs of the youth of secondary schools of 
Shrewsbury. 
From these surveys a program of studies will be developed which will 
meet the needs of secondary-school youth of Shrewsbury for the present 
and the future . 
Evaluation of the Present Program and Determining the Local Needs 
In order to make some evaluation on the past and present program of 
the secondary schools of Shrewsbury and thus determine the future 
educational needs, the following procedure was used: y 
l. A review of the school survey of 1945 in order to obtain: 
a. .An evaluation of the program then being followed 
b. The existing needs 
c. The recommended changes in curriculum 
d. The building facilities then required to meet the existing 
needs at that time. 
2. A questionnaire was sent to all graduates in classes of 1945 
through 1949 to obtain their evaluation of past programs of 
!/Op. cit . , p. 
studies and to receive suggestions for an improved one. 
3. A discussion group of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association was 
held, at which the inadequacies of the present educational 
facilities were discussed and the need established for a new 
building and an improved program of studies. 
4 . A study of the entire problem by the faculty in order to: 
a. Discuss the imperative needs of all youth 
b. Evaluate present program by means of a brief survey 
c Determine the major educational needs of the youth of the 
CODDlluni ty. 
A Review of the School Survey of 1945 
y 
The objectives of this survey as applies to the secondary program 
of Shrewsbury schools were: 
1. To point out the apparent weaknesses in the program of studies 
13 
Among various weaknesses recognized by the survey were some 
which seemed more apparent. The failure to allow for individual 
differences, the overemphasis of separate curriculum, the lack of 
exploratory courses, the improper grouping at 7th and 8th grade 
levels, the need for more guidance, the lack of closer correlation 
between subjects, the need of revision in content of some courses, 
and the need of a longer class period, were the more outstanding 
criticisms made. 
2. To make suggestions as to how it could be improved to better meet 
the existing educational needs of the youth 
y0p. cit., p.ll. 
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Several suggestions were made to help overcame the 
vreaknesses already listed. In addition, exploratory courses 
could be introduced, especially at the 9th year level, which 
vrould help the student to choose more wisely his program for the 
remaining years . The emphasis in some courses could be changed, 
substituting more practical courses in place of the less useful 
academic ones l ~e introduction of courses in practical arts, 
household arts, music and creative arts should be made to meet the 
existing pupil needs. Those experiences that will help the youth 
to better adjust himself to the various needs of life should be 
provided in both the academic courses and the extra curriculum 
program. 
An improved program would result in the retention of more 
pupils in high school, thus providing for the educational growth 
of most of the youth in the community. In defense of the present 
program of studies it should be noted that these changes just 
suggested and many other improvements have been made since 1945. 
These changes have helped to provide for the present needs of 
the students. The degree to which these improvements do provide 
for the present needs is still limited by the poor building 
facilities which exist. 
3· To list the several poor building facilities that were handicaps 
to providing an adequate program of studies 
Most of the building facilities which have proved handicaps 
to a progressive program still exist. The 1945 survey listed 
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twenty inadequacies of the Beal High School at that t~e. 
They were as follows: 
"(1) Partitions between some rooms allowing easy penetration of 
disturbing sounds. 
(2) No suitable rest rooms for teachers. 
(3) Seats and desks of very poor design, quite obviously 
contributing to poor posture. Not suited at all to the use 
of modern classroom procedure. 
(4) No attention to built-in storage and filing space with 
particular reference to the educational activities to be 
carried on in each space provision. Some rooms cluttered 
with cases for storage and filing, set in after the building 
was finished . 
(5) No suitable provisions for a classroom library in each room. 
(In the ne'-1 building, provision should be made for such a 
library in every classroom, shop, and laboratory.) 
{6) Bulletin boards improperly placed, insufficient in area, 
and of unsuitable materials. 
(7) Far too much blackboard space for the requirements of modern 
teaching. 
( 8) Few rooms equipped for quick and easy darkening of the room 
-vrhen certain visual aids are to be used . 
{9) Rooms not equipped with a loud-speaker system. 
(10) No laboratory for biology. 
Y 0p . cit . , p . 11, (pp . 74-76) 
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(11) A science laboratory (physics, chemistry, and general 
science) which is a serious hazard to the safety of teacher 
and pupils. 
(12) No gymnasium for either boys or girls, except part-time use 
of the auditorium. Lockers too few and of an unsatisfactory 
t;ype . \-lholly inadequate showers . No facilities for 
corrective ;.rork. Practically no gymnasium equipment. 
(13) Stage of auditorium wholly unsuited to the various t;ypes of 
large -group work •rhich characterize a modern auditorium 
program. 
(14) No central library. (In the new building the library should 
be located near the center of the building. It should seat 
at one time at least 10 per cent of the enrollment of the 
school. It should have en suite a librarian's workroom and 
several small conference rooms . It should be in charge of a 
full-time librarian. It should have an adequate representation 
in the annual budget for maintenance and ~rovement of 
library service.) 
(15) No satisfactory cafeteria. Storage-refrigeration room badly 
needed. Hand dishwashing necessary. No steam table. 
Inadequate hot-water system -- to mention only a few 
deficiencies . 
(16) No music room. 
(17) No art laboratory. 
(18) Industrial-arts equipment now housed in two temporary portable 
buildings . Equipment inadequate for a modern general shop. 
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( 19) Small and poorly equipped rooms for household arts. Program 
limited to coolp.ng and sewing. Equipment wholly unsuited to 
modern general household-arts laboratory. 
(20) No suite of rooms for a guidance department." 
(Conditions listed in items 5, 6, 7, 8 and 16 have been 
improved to same degree.) 
4. To make some suggestions as to the future building needs 
At the time of the survey there were 566 pupils enrolled in 
grades 7 through 12, and 780 pupils in grades 1 through 6. It 
was recommended in the survey that to meet the probable needs of 
the future, a junior-senior high school building should be 
constructed to care for a total enrollment of 700. Since 1945 the 
enrollments have increased so that in 1952-53 there are 670 pupils 
in grades 7 through 12 and 1,273 pupils in grades 1 through 6. 
The survey further rec~nded that separate wings be 
provided for junior -and senior pupils, providing segregation 
where desirable. Joint use could be made of the areas of art, 
music, physical education, library, cafeteria, household and 
industrial arts, auditorium and guidance. 
From the financial standpoint it was recommended that the 
six-year plan was best. The cost of maintenance and that of 
administration and supervision would be less .in a junior-senior 
school. From the educational standpoint it has been shown by 
study and experience that the program tends to be better in the 
six-year school. 
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Survey of Graduates by Questionnaire 
It was felt that the replies from graduates on a questionnaire 
relative to the program of studies they followed in high school, with 
their suggestions for changes and additions, would be most helpful in 
planning the future program of the high school . 
Before preparing a questionnaire a study was made of those used by 
other schools who desired similar replies from their graduates. The y 
survey made by Miss Mildred G. Shea of Shrewsbury was most helpful. 
A sample questionnaire was drawn up and submitted to some of the faculty 
for suggestions. As a result of their suggestions a revised questionnaire 
l·ras given to several available graduates , including some of those in the 
classes of 1945 through 1949 and some from previous years. A final 
questionnaire was then developed. 
This questionnaire was simplified so that it took but a brief time 
to fill out. In addition to the name, address, present occupation, and 
the name of enY- school attended since leaving this high school was a chart 
which could easily be filled in by check marks. All the subjects and 
activities which the pupil had opportunity to follow in high school were 
listed and provision was made whereby the graduate could check these for 
the follmving conditions: the subject taken, the most helpful subject, 
the least helpful subject, and subject he 'Hishes he had taken. In 
addition, graduates were asked to suggest subjects or courses not given 
in high school \·lhich they had found need for and to offer an:y suggestions 
YMildred G Shea, A Follmv-Up Study of Graduates and Those vlho Left School 
Before Graduation at Major Howard W Shrewsbur , 
Massachusetts, 193 to 19 7, Inclusive, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1948. 
which they wished to give. A copy of this questionnair~ together with 
the letter are included in the appendix. 
This questionnaire together with a letter addressed to the 
graduates was sent to 355 in April, 1952. They were graduates of the 
years 1945, 1946, 194 7, 1948 and 1949. These graduates v1ere considered 
as best for this survey inasmuch as they were experienced and mature 
enough to m~e sound evaluations yet recent enough to have received the 
benefits of a program ·Hhich resulted from the 1945 survey. 
About 13 per cent of the questionnaires were promptly returned. To 
stimulate responses a follow-up letter was sent on May 23, 1952 to 210 
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pupils who had not replied A second follow-up v1as made by telephone and 
letters to another 30 in order to receive a better than 40 per cent 
response These resulted in a final response of 46 per cent. 
The summary of responses of these graduates by classes is given in 
Table 1. 
Table 1. Summary of Responses of Graduates by Classes 
Sent Returned Total 
Per Cent 
Class Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Returned 
~1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) {7) ~8) 
1945 ..•.• 27 40 67 11 15 26 38 
1946 ..... 24 38 62 13 13 26 41 
1947 ..... 28 36 64 11 18 29 45 
1948 ..... 27 45 72 15 24 39 54 
1949 ..... 50 40 90 25 19 44 49 
Total •. 156 199 355 75 89 164 46 
Percentage is based on the number of those in each class who 
apparently received the ~uestionnaire. Ten requests were returned 
unclaimed or for wrong address j eleven others had moved from town and 
left no forwarding address. 
Table 1 indicates a slightly greater interest on the part of the 
latter classes over those who have been out 5 or 6 years . 
The geographical distribution of the graduates who sent in these 
replies is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Geographical Distribution of Graduates 
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Shrewsbury Massachusetts United States Overseas Total 
~l) (2) (3} (4} (5J (bJ 
Boys .... 34 18 19 5 76 
Girls .• . 49 29 10 0 00 
Total. 83 47 29 5 1~ 
Nineteen of the replies came from boys in the armed services in Korea, 
Germany, and the United States. Replies were also received from graduates 
in western and central states, although the majority were from those 
around New England 
Table 3 and 4 show the number of boys and girls who furthered their 
education after leaving high school. Also listed are the number of girls 
marr ied and employed , the number of boys employed, and those who are or 
have been in the armed services. 
Table 3. Replies from Girls Relative to Education, Marriage and Those 
Employed 
Number of Girls Number Who Con-
Class Who Replied tinued Education Married Employed 
(1) (2) {3) (4) (5) 
1945 .. . . 15 10 8 7 
1946 .... 13 7 12 5 
1947 .... 18 9 10 10 
1948 .... 24 10 14 18 
1949 .... 19 12 0 11 
Total. 89 48 44 51 
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Over 50 per cent of those girls who replied continued their education 
beyond high school whi.ch means at least 23 per cent of our girl graduates 
continue their education in some form . 
The 44 girls who are married constitute nearly 50 per cent of the 
replies and is also about 23 per cent of the girls who graduated during 
this f ive-year period. I t is interesting to note that 20 of the 44 
married were those who continued their education after high school. 
Several of those married indicated that they were still w·orking. The 
numbers reporting employment constitute over 57 per cent of the replies 
with 55 per cent reporting clerical work, 19 per cent nursing, 14 per 
cent teaching and 12 per cent in other fields . It would seem that vle 
should continue to include in our program clerical and pre-nursing training. 
In addition a program should be provided for training in home management, 
nursing, child care, consumer buying, home decorations , etc. in order to 
have a balanced curriculum for the girls in preparation for marriage. 
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To further substantiate this thought some of the following 
quotations from the replies are challenging: 
"More emphasis on the home phases of home economics." 
"It seems that sooner or later everyone enters into the field of 
matrimony and the wife devotes most of her time and energy 
managing a home and bringing up children. Therefore, I think some 
training in this line should be given in the schools." 
"In this modern age interior decorating, I think, would be a 
worthwhile subject. Also, family relations would be a helpful 
subject." 
"I feel that there was a definite void in the home making curriculum. 
Classes in family relationships, child care, meal planning and 
service, preparation for marriage, advanced clothing and foods are 
necessary to a complete curriculum. Most graduates soon marry and 
these classes would be of much more value than French, Latin and 
trigonometry to their future happiness." 
"Home economics should have been the most helpful subject I took, but 
wasn't. If such subjects as child care, household management 
(scheduling of tasks, finances, planning a home for most efficiency, 
interior and exterior decorating), care of flowers and vegetables, 
preserving, freezing, etc. had been covered in advanced courses 
home economics would have been extremely helpful." 
"For the girls getting married a course in home management would be 
wonderful. The same course would be practical for all girls, for 
even without marriage they'll no doubt have to manage a home for 
themselves . 11 
"Impress on all girls that home economics is most important for all 
future wives:" 
Table 4 summarizes the replies relative to further education and 
employment of 75 boys. 
• 
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Table 4. Summary of Replies by Boys Relative to Education, Armed Services 
and Employment 
Number of Boys Number Who Con- Member of 
Class Who Replied tinued Education Armed Services Employed 
~1~ (2~ ~3~ ~4~ ~5} 
1945 .... 11 7 7 10 
1946 .... 13 11 8 5 
1947 .... ll 5 5 3 
1948 .... 15 10 5 5 
1949 .... 25 16 6 8 
Total. 75 49 31 31 
Only one reply said "unemployed" The approximate two thirds of 
those replying indicated continuance of education. Twenty-five are at 
present continuing thei~ education. This is about one third of total boy 
graduates. Although such a ratio is somewhat affected by entrance of boys 
into armed services it still means that one half to two thirds of these 
boy graduates go directly into employment. Twenty-two of the thirty 
employed have had no further training, five are in clerical or sales work, 
9 are in technical 1vork and 7 in general work. This helps substantiate 
the fact that there is a real need of a practical arts course in our 
program of studies. 
Here are a few of the suggestions offer ed by the graduates relative 
to such courses: 
"I think an improved manual arts program would benefit many students 
that do not go to college." 
"The course that I wanted was a farm machinery course or any 
mechanical course." 
"A course in shop theory would be very helpful. It is always good 
knmvledge to have • " 
"A course in electronics . " 
"A good manual arts course of the machine shop type." 
The tabulated results of the questionnaires returned by the 
graduates contain many interesting comparisons. The totals are listed 
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separately by boys and girls in order to point out the differences of the 
two groups as regards "mo~t helpful" and "least helpful" subjects. Tables 
5 and 6 contain the summaries. 
Table 5. Summary of Replies from Girls Relative to School Subjects 
Sub. Most Least Wish Sub. Most Least Wish 
Subject Taken Help .Help. Taken Subject Taken Help .Help. Taken 
~1~ ~21 {3 i {4~ {2~ ~b~ ~7l ~Bl ~2~ (10} 
English . •... 89 49 0 0 Sciences: 
Dramatics ... 23 14 4 3 Gen. Science 50 6 15 10 
Debating ... . 8 5 0 5 Biology ...•. 66 22 16 8 
Speech ...... 20 12 0 19 Gen. Chem .•. 13 1 3 8 
Col. Chem .•. 22 7 9 6 
Languages: Gen. Physics 3 1 2 6 
Latin ..•••.• 37 15 11 5 CoL Physics 3 1 0 5 
French •..•.. 45 4 13 11 
Spanish •.•.. 27 5 12 11 Commercial: 
Typewriting. 80 64 0 3 Mathematics: Stenography. 40 24 6 15 
Algebra •••.. 53 17 13 7 Bookke~ping. 39 22 5 ~0 
Geometry •••. 35 7 8 0 Office Mach. 38 25 4 8 
Trigonometry 6 1 1 4 Com '1. Ari th. 35 16 4 1 
Gen. Math ... 40 19 3 2 Jr. Bus. Tr . 38 22 1 3 
Prac. Math .. 14 4 3 l 
Rev. Math ... 23 10 1 1 Manual Arts. 8 1 1 1 
Soc. Studies : Home Economics 57 21 10 6 
World Geog .. 36 15 5 ll Cafeteria Man. 12 1 0 6 World Hist .. ~~ ~~ 14 5 U.S.History. 11 0 Phys. Train. 74 13 11 0 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 5. (concluded) 
Sub. Most Least Wish Sub. Most Least \'lish 
Subject Taken Help .Help • Taken Subject Taken Help .Help. Taken 
{1) ~2) ~3~ ~4~ ~21 ~b~ tr1 ra1 {2l {lol 
Prob • of Dem. 48 20 6 6 Chorus .•.•.•. 61 10 8 1 
Sports ..•.. . 33 11 0 4 Band ..••.•.•. 7 0 1 1 
Driver Ed .•. 10 7 0 15 Orchestra .•.• 11 2 0 0 
Activities .. 15 9 0 0 Clubs ••..•... 33 15 2 0 
Table 6. Summary of Replies from Boys Relative to School Subjects 
Sub. Most Least Wish Sub. Most Least Wish 
Subject Taken Help .Help. Taken Subject Taken Help .Help. Taken 
~lJ ~2) ~3J ~4J {5J ~t>J ~7J ~8J ~2} {10} 
English . .••• 76 33 1 0 Sciences: 
Dramatics .•. 12 7 2 7 Gen. Science 46 15 10 1 
Debating .••. 25 4 0 19 Biology .••• . 49 18 12 5 
Speech .••. •• 12 10 0 30 Gen. Chem ••. 21 9 6 7 
Col. Chem •.• 31 8 12 7 
Languages: Gen. Physic's 23 11 6 3 
Latin .••.••• 22 8 11 7 Col. Physics 28 16 5 15 
French .••.•• 34 4 18 6 
Spanish .•••• 14 1 8 7 Commercial : 
Typewriting. 46 32 5 18 
Mathematics: Stenography. 2 1 1 4 
Algebra .••.• 61 43 5 7 Bookkeeping. 10 7 4 4 
Geometry •... 50 30 4 11 Office Mach. 0 0 0 4 
Trigonometry 26 20 3 20 Com·'L Arith. 12 7 1 4 
Gen. Math .•. 27 17 2 3 Jr . . Bus. Tr. ·24 8 6 8 
Prac . Math •. 28 18 1 2 
Rev . Math ... 18 7 5 3 Manual Arts 37 17 8 2 
Social Studies : Home Economics 0 0 0 0 
World Geog •• 34 17 .4 9 Cafeteria Man. 0 0 0 0 
World Hist . . 47 16 16 4 Phys • Train . 65 7 6 0 
&.S.History. 75 25 9 1 Chorus .•...• 30 7 6 0 
Frob. of Dem. 61 27 10 3 Band .....• .• 5 1 1 1 
Sports 31 17 3 3 Orchestra ... 6 1 1 1 
Driver Ed ...• 8 4 0 5 Clubs ..••••• 29 15 1 3 
Activities ... 7 4 0 0 
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It is apparent that many did not check all subjects taken but only 
those they 'vi shed to classify under columns 3, 4, 8 and 9. Therefor e, 
total numbers in columns 2 and 7 do not represent class enrollments over 
past years . The exceptions are in the subjects of English and U.s. 
History,which are required of all students,and here correct totals were 
inserted . However, many of the subjects taken were not checked in 
columns 3, 4, 8 and 9. A few comparisons of the subjects checked in 
columns 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 are well worth noting and are summarized in 
'.L'able 7 . 
Table 7- Subjects Which Have Proved Most Helpful in Order of Preference 
Subject Taken By Most Helpful To 
Subject Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Per Cent 
(1} (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Office Machines •...••... 0 38 38 0 25 25 89 
Typewriting .. ... •...• . .. 46 80 126 32 64 96 76 
Speech ..•....•..•....•.. 12 20 32 10 12 22 69 
Trigonometry ..•..•..••.. 26 6 32 20 l 21 66 
General Mathematics •.... 27 40 67 17 19 36 64 
Bookkeeping ••.... .•• ..•• 10 39 49 7 24 31 63 
Stenography .•..••...•... 2 4o 42 l 24 25 6o 
Al.gebra . ................ 61 53 114 43 17 6o 52 
Physics •..•. .•.•.•.••.. • 51 6 57 27 2 29 51 
English ••...••..•.••.... 75 89 164 33 49 82 50 
Jr. Business Training ••. 24 38 62 8 22 30 48 
World Geography •.••....• 34 36 70 17 15 32 46 
Geometry ...•.. . ••.... . .. 50 35 85 30 7 37 44 
Problems of Democracy ... 61 48 109 27 20 47 43 
Practical Mathematics ••• 28 14 51 18 4 22 43 
U. S. History .•..•..•••• 75 89 164 25 34 59 36 
Chemistry ...•••.••.•••.. 52 35 87 17 8 25 29 
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Typewriting was listed by the greatest number of graduates as the 
most useful subject of all. However, the choice of boys for algebra and 
trigonometry exceeds in percentage their interest in typewriting. None of 
the girls reported typewriting as the least helpful. Many students 
expressed the wish that they had been required to became more proficient 
in their English grammar and speech . Many constructive suggestions were 
made by the graduates and consideration will be given their suggestions in 
making a program of studies and in improvement of the content of courses 
now taught. 
The subjects listed by the different graduates as the least helpful 
included all subjects except speech and debating , The following table 
lists those subjects which were found to be the least useful by 20 or more 
pupils: 
Table 8. Subjects Listed by Graduates as Being the Least Helpful 
Number 
Subject Taking Subject Least Help Per Cent Most Help Per Cent 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Spanish •••••••• 41 20 49 6 15 
Latin . ......... 59 22 37 23 39 
French ......... 89 31 35 8 9 
Chemistry •••••• 87 30 34 25 39 
World History .. 104 30 29 29 28 
General Science 96 25 26 21 22 
Biology •..••... 115 28 19 40 27 
U . S . His tory •. 164 20 13 59 36 
The number of choices of "least help " are nearly equaled or surpassed 
by "most help" with the exception of French and Spanish. It is 
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understandable that languages prove less helpful than vocational subjects, 
but it might also be presumed that languages and others listed in Table 8 
are not being taught as practically as is possible. 
Most of the graduates indicated at least one subject which they 
wished they had taken while in high school. Table 9 lists the first 12 
of these in order of the number selected: 
Table 9· Subjects Graduates Wished they Had Taken 
Wished Taken 
~ 
Subject Boys Girls Total Per Cent 
{1~ {2~ {3) {4) (5) 
Speech .•...•....•....•••. 30 19 49 36 
Physics .•.....•.•• . ....•• 18 11 29 26 
Chemistry . ..•.•.•...•..•• 14 14 28 36 
Debating .......•.•..••... 19 5 24 17 
Trigonometry ..... •.•• ..•• 20 4 24 17 
Typewriting .. .....•. • •••• 18 3 21 55 
Vlorld Geography ..••.•.•.. 9 11 20 28 
Driver Education ......•.. 5 15 20 14 
Stenography .•....•....•.. 4 15 19 15 
Spanish . .•.••••••.•..•... 7 11 18 17 
French ..•...•..••..•...•• 6 11 17 23 
Bookkeeping .....•...••••. 4 10 14 12 
~This percentage is a ratio of those who wished they had taken the subject 
to those who did not take the subject. 
The greatest number desired speech training, which stood third in 
the useful list. Although there is now opportunity for many to receive 
such training a program should be made so that all will receive speech 
fundamentals. The comparison of those wishing the subject and those who 
did not take the subject shows that typewriting has the highest percentage, 
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with speech and chemistry second. 
Suggestions from graduates.-- Some of the suggestions and comments of 
graduates have already been quoted . The following quotations have many 
helpful suggestions: 
"There should be more emphasis on the different phases of physical 
education. {such as dancing and lead-up games)." 
"An art course with more varied activities such as ceramics, copper 
vtork, papier mache, would have been a great help to me." 
"I think the English course should include more English grammar--
especially a review of grammar in the senior year." 
"If you could arrange a year's course composed of a month's 
studying and discussing each of the following: modern art, music, 
religion, social behavior, first aid and any other of a number of 
current topics of conversation and practice it seems our educational 
systems would be greatly improved. We would have people graduating 
from high school with a broader concept of life instead of narrow 
and small-town thoughts . 11 
·~eep college requirements down so that those in the college division 
can get some of· the practical courses." 
"Stress current rather than ancient history." 
"English courses should stress much more grammar and a lot less 
literature • 11 
"I think typewriting should be required of every student--at least 
one year. I know many students who took a college course are sorry 
they didn't take typing." 
"Make public speaking a required course . " 
"A course in family or social relationships touching upon the various 
social problems of the day would be of great service to all students." 
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"I have felt that a little personal counseling would have been of 
great help to me. I realize it is hard to do such to all individuals 
though. However, tl;le thing which has hurt me the most has been 
uncertainty as to purpose and direction." 
"Include a course in social ethics and politeness. 11 
"One thing which would help the future college student would be a more 
subjective method of teaching, especially in the social sciences. 
What I lacked the most was preparation for the sciences. The 
sciences needed better teachers, a higher grade of teaching and much 
more emphasis on laboratory work and experimentation." 
"Several of us have been discussing high school education the past few 
days and we all feel that psychology or at least sociology should 
be taught in 3f.gh schools. Also, we should have more art courses, 
especially art appreciation." 
"The commercial English course should be based on subjects that will 
be useful in the business world instead of literature and camposi tion. 11 
The graduates as a group reported that the education received at 
Shrewsbury High School prepared them well to meet most of their needs. 
Conclusion.-- This graduate survey helped to show the extent to which 
the program of studies during past years has met the needs of the youth. 
The following statements summarize the facts developed by the survey: 
1. In general the program was rated as meeting the needs. 
2. A need for a more adequate guidance program to meet individual 
problems was definite. 
3. An improvement in the program of science was needed as indicated 
by the number of graduates who found it least helpful. 
4. The graduates of the commercial program have found their preparation 
equal to or better than those from other schools. 
5. Graduates attending college found their preparation in Emglish, 
social studies and mathematics most sufficient to meet their 
needs . Science was somewhat deficient. 
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6. Those graduates who entered the industrial field felt the school 
had failed to provide any basic training that carried over. A 
definite need of more industrial arts seems obvious. 
7. Most of the girls who now were establishing homes of their own 
wished they had received more training in household arts, not only 
in the art of cooking and dressmaking, but in the care of the sick, 
child care, home decoration, creative arts and financial management 
of the home. 
8. Both graduates who continued their education and those who went 
directly to work wished for better training in English fUndamentals 
and speech. 
9· A few expressed a desire to have some introductory courses in 
psychology, understanding human behavior, boy and girl relations, 
personal and social problems. 
10 . Building facilities had been a handicap in many phases of the program. 
These reactions and suggestions made by our graduates point out some 
very definite needs in a future program of studies. Some needs are in the 
form of definitely required studies and others are needs which can be 
taken care of by the content of present subjects . This will call for a 
r eorganization of the content of several course s. A study and revision of 
courses is being planned by the faculty . 
Discussion Groups of Parent-Teacher-Student As sociation 
At a meeting of the executive board of the Parent-Teacher-Student 
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Association of the Beal High School the question was asked as to what was 
being done to study the needs of the schools on the secondary level. When 
it vTas mentioned that a study vras being made relative to the educational needs 
of the pupils and the kind of a building program that should be planned 
for them,the board felt that they should sponsor a group meeting that 
would help in this study. This was left to a committee composed of the 
program chairman, the high school principal, certain representative members 
of the faculty and students. This group met and planned a panel discussion 
to be held at the regular meeting of the association. Written notice was 
mailed to all parents and the discussion topic listed as, "Does Shrewsbury 
Need a New High School, and Why? 11 
The first reports given were those of student representatives. They 
recognized several inadequacies of building and equipment which were 
handicaps to a well organized program. They listed these as real needs 
of all students: 
1. A library with sufficient reference books which were easily 
available to students 
2. Better facilities for studying -- quiet roams in which no class 
vras taking place or rooms where disturbing noises from other parts 
of the building did not interfere 
3· A gymnasium for both boys and girls with sufficient equipment, 
proper shower and locker facilities for providing a good health 
program 
4. Rooms for student club meetings such as student council, Red Cross 
and class executive meetings . (such rooms should provide stor age 
space for student or class supplies and equipment) 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
5· Recreation room for use at various times for social gatherings 
and dances 
6. Auditorium that can seat the entire school including a large 
stage with all necessary facilities 
7. Improved rest rooms and sanitary facilities for pupils 
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On the panel were faculty representatives of the several departments 
of English and language, science and mathematics, social studies, 
commercial arts, physical education, industrial arts, household arts 
and cafeteria, student council and administration. Each representative 
listed the departmental needs in terms of: 
1. Adequate building room 
2 . Equipment 
3· Personnel 
The reports o-r the teacher s representing several of the departments 
stressed their individual needs in each department . These needs 
dif fered only with the type of equipment required to improve or carry on 
their present program. The need of additional space for group work in 
classes , storage space for equipment and projects, furniture better 
adapted to group and project work were some of the requests made. In 
some cases there was a reported need of more teacher time in order to 
carry out special projects and to give more help to individual students . 
The feeling expressed by all teachers was that improved building 
facilities were needed before they could improve the quality of their 
work to any great extent. 
The teachers in the special fields expressed the greatest problems 
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and the lack of sufficient building facilities to carry on an adequate 
p r ogram. The science department is greatly handicapped with only one 
laboratory where there should be two or even three. The physical 
educational instructors explained their handicaps in trying to meet a 
modern program of physical fitness . The household arts and the 
industrial arts departments expressed the difficulty of trying to 
maintain any kind of a modern program with so little room and teacher 
time. They felt the increasing desire on the part of many pupils to 
receive more instruction in these two fields . At present only a few can 
receive the benefit of such programs. 
A period of questioning and discussion followed the reports of the 
panel. Parents expressed appreciation of the knowledge given by the 
panel and urged immediate action on the part of school board and high 
school building committee . The discussion also included: 
1. The anticipated increased enrollments of the immediate future 
2 . The need of careful building planning 
3. The need to have and keep a proficient staff of teachers 
4. To provide an adequate program of education for all the youth 
5. The effect on the tax rate of the cost of a new building . 
It was formally agreed that further study and discussion be carried 
on at future meetings of the Parent-Teache~-Student Association. Also, 
that the building committee be informed of the groups' interest and the 
need of action on the part of the building committee for a new high school. 
Report of Faculty Study 
The objectives of the study of the present program of studies by the 
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faculty were to: 
1. Determine the local needs in terms of the "imperative needs of 
youth" 
2. To analyze our present program in terms of these imperative needs . 
3. To recognize the weakness in the program in terms of both 
building and curriculum needs 
4. To formulate a program of studies that will .help to meet the 
future needs of the youth 
5. To suggest building facilities which would help to improve our 
present program of studies. 
A series of faculty meetings was planned and time was devoted to the 
study and discussion of these problems. Teachers were given copies of y 
"Planning for .American Youth," for study and questions for discussion. 
Tl·ro meetings were devoted to a discussion of the "ten imperative needs " 
and their application to our local youth . Teachers were asked to state 
briefly their answers to questions such as .the following: 
1. How ·well are we meeting the educational needs of youth in our 
cannnunity? 
2. How can we improve our present program? 
3· What facilities do we need to improve our program? 
The study and discussion of needs of youth was carried on for two 
!)Executive Committee and the Committee on Curriculum Planning and 
Development of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, 
Planning for .American Youth, National Association of Secondary-School 
Principals, Washington, D. C., 1944, pp. 2-64. 
meetings. The teachers were then given copies of "How Well Does Your 
High School Rate on the Imperative Needs of Youth," a survey booklet by y 
vlilliam L. Ranson. At the following meeting, after the teachers had 
been given a chance to study this booklet, they discussed the idea of 
using such a survey to help determine some of our local needs. It was 
felt that the questions did not always apply to each department or 
teacher . They agreed that they ,.,ould do their best to answer those 
questions that they felt could be intelligently answered. In some cases 
they preferred to make joint answers as a department. As a result ten 
survey booklets were completed. 
Explanation of the survey booklet.-- The booklet used in this survey 
was organized about the ten imperative needs of youth as established _ 
in "Education for All .American Youth," developed by the Education Policies 
g) 
Commission. 
Each section was devoted to one imperative need. Under each 
imperative need were questions or statements expressing how the school 
could meet that specific need. Beside each statement were six squares to 
be used in checking the degree to which the given condition vTas being met 
by a school. 
The number of statements for each need varied from 15 questions on 
~lilliam L. Ranson, Administrative Assistant, Central School District 
No. 1, Suffern, New York, How \-Tell Does Your High School Rate on the 
Imperative Needs of Youth, National Association of Secondary-School 
Principals, Hashington, D. C., October , 1949, p. 8-46. · 
2 / Educational Policies Commission, National Education Association, 
Education for All American Youth, The Association, Washington, D. C . , 
1944, 421 PP . 
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Need Number 8 to 23 questions on Need Number 2 . 
The statements were such that the answers could be given by a scaled 
rating . Number 1 was very inferior, and indicated that the school was 
almost entirely failing to meet the special phase of that Need. Number 3 
was average and Number 5 was very superior; Numbers 2 and 4 indicating 
an in-between rating. A column denoted by the symbol (N) could be used 
if the teacher felt unqualified to answer the question or the question 
did not seem to apply. 
The booklets were so arranged that it was a simple matter for a 
teacher to check the rating in answer to each question. A summary of the 
ratings as given by the several teachers was made. The results are listed 
in Tables 10, 11 and 12. They are quite meaningless vTithout interpretation, 
and a reference to each question. A fevT general statements relative to 
how 1-1ell the school is meeting each need can be briefly made. These 
conclusions will be of assistance in developing the kind of a program of 
studies that should be adapted for Shrewsbury High School. 
Tables 10, 11, and 12 follow on the next three pages. 
Table 10. Summary of Teacher Ratings on Imperative Needs l through 4 
Vocational Worthy Home 
Ques. Training Good Health Citizenship Membership 
Number Need #l Need #2 Need #3 Need #4 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Ratings Ratings Ratings Ratings 
N l 2 3 4 5 N l 2 ' 3 4 5 N l 2 3 4 5 N l 2 3 4 5 
l - - l 3 5 l l l l 4 3 - 2 - - 2 3 3 l l - 2 6 -
2 5 2 - 2 l - 2 - l - 4 3 l - l 3 3 2 2 3 l l 3 -
3 2 5 l 2 l - - l 5 3 3 - - - 3 4 l l l 4 3 -
4 l 
- 3 3 2 l - 2 2 2 4 - 2 - - 2 3 3 3 5 - 2 
5 2 - - 3 2 3 3 3 l 1 l l 2 1. - 3 4 - l - 3 4 2 -
6 - l 3 4 2 - 2 3 4 - - l 3 - l 4 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 -
7 - 1 1 2 2 4 l 1 - 2 3 3 2 - - 2 6 - 1 1 2 5 1 -
8 l 2 3 2 2 - 2 2 l 2 2 1 2 - 1 5 2 - 2 5 1 2 l -
9 2 4 2 1 1 - 2 6 - 1 l - 2 1 l 1 3 2 1 1 1 4 2 1 
10 2 2 2 3 l - 3 3 2 2 - - 3 - l 3 2 l 1 2 4 3 
11 3 3 2 1 1 - 2 - 1 4 3 - 3 - - l 2 4 l 2 4 3 
12 
- 7 - 2 - 1 1 4 2 2 l - 1 - - 2 4 3 1 2 4 3 
13 2 3 1 3 - 1 2 1 3 2 2 - 1 - - 4 5 - 2 5 l 2 
14 2 6 2 - 1 2 2 4 1 - 1 2 - 4 2 1 1 3 2 4 
15 1 5 1 2 1 - 3 l 3 3 - - 3 2 2 2 1 - l l l 7 - -
16 3 1 1 2 3 - 2 l 3 3 - l .1 - l 2 5 l 1 2 l 6 
17 2 2 - 1 1 4 1 - 2 3 2 2 3 5 - 2 - -
18 3 3 1 1 2 - 2 - 2 3 2 1 2 5 1 2 
19 - 2 2 3 3 - 1 - l 3 4 1 3 3 2 2 - -
20 1 3 5 l - - 4 - l 3 2 -
21 1 - 1 6 1 1 1 - 2 3 2 2 
22 1 - 1 3 5 - 2 - 1 2 5 -
23 1 2 2 3 2 -
Total24 37 24 38 24 13 37 42 38 51 44 18 43 6 17 57 67 30 31 48 31 61 18 l 
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Table ll . Summary of Teacher Ratings on Imperative Needs 5 through 7 
Consumer Understanding Appreciation 
Ques . Education Science of Aesthetic 
Number Need #5 Need #6 Need #7 
{l} (2) (3) (4) 
Ratings Ratings Ratings 
N l 2 3 4 5 N l 2 3 4 5 N l 2 3 4 5 
l 5 l 3 l - - 2 l - 5 2 - - 4 2 2 2 -
2 3 l 3 3 2 - 2 4 2 - 2 4 2 2 
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 - 2 3 2 - - l 2 3 4 -
4 2 3 3 2 - - 4 - 2 4 l 3 2 2 2 -
5 3 2 - 3 2 - 3 l 1 4 l - - - 2 6 2 -
6 4 l l 3 1 - 4 l - 3 2 - l - 2 6 1 -
7 2 2 - 4 2 3 3 - 2 3 2 - - 1 3 4 2 -
8 3 3 l 2 l - 3 - 1 2 4 - - - - 6 4 -
9 2 l 2 2 2 l 3 - 1 2 4 - - l 1 5 3 -
10 l 2 1 6 - - 3 l - 3 2 1 l - 2 4 3 -
11 3 2 l 4 - - 3 l - 5 l - - 2 3 5 
12 3 2 l 3 l - 3 l l 4 l - - l 3 6 
13 3 2 2 2 l - 3 - 2 4 l - - 2 2 6 
14 4 2 l 3 3 l 2 4 - - - 2 7 l -
15 3 2 3 2 - - 3 - 2 4 l - 2 3 5 -
16 3 3 2 2 - - 3 - 2 3 2 - 2 6 2 -
17 3 . 2 2 3 4 - 1 4 l -
18 2 2 l 4 l -
Total 51 35 29 51 13 l 52 7 21 61 28 l 3 15 32 75 33 2 
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Table 12. Summary of Teacher Ratings on Imperative Needs 8 through 10 
Worthy Use of Character Knowledge of 
Ques Leisure Time Development Fundamentals 
Number Need #8 Need #9 Need # 10 
(l) (2) (3) (4) 
Ratings Ratings Ratings 
N 1 2 3 4 5 N l 2 3 4 5 N 1 2 3 4 5 
l - 3 3 3 1 - 1 1 7 1 1 - 1 6 2 -
2 
- 3 2 2 3 - - - 1 4 5 - 1 - - 2 7 -
3 1 2 2 2 3 - - - 1 5 4 - 1 - 1 3 3 2 
4 1 4 2 2 1 - - 1 2 6 - 1 l - 1 6 2 -
5 - 3 2 4 1 - - 1 1 7 1 - 1 2 - 1 6 -
6 1 2 - 4 3 - - 1 4 4 1 - 1 1 - 4 3 1 
7 1 3 - 3 2 1 - 1 2 4 3 - l 1 1 4 3 
8 - 2 3 4 1 - - 1 5 3 l - 1 - 1 2 5 1 
9 2 5 1 2 - - - 1 4 4 1 - 1 - - 3 4 2 
10 1 - 2 3 4 - - 2 1 3 4 - 1 1 1 6 1 -
11 - 2 2 2 4 - - 2 l 1 6 - 1 - 1 8 -
12 - 2 2 6 - - - 2 1 4 3 - 1 1 1 6 - 1 
13 1 1 2 4 2 - - 2 - 6 2 - 1 - 1 4 2 2 
14 - 3 1 3 3 - 1 2 2 3 2 - 1 2 1 3 3 -
15 1 5 2 1 1 2 4 3 1 1 2 6 1 
16 - 1 2 4 3 - 1 1 1 3 3 1 
17 - - 3 2 5 3 4 2 l 
18 - - l 5 4 - 1 1 - 5 2 1 
19 - 2 l 5 2 - 2 1 4 1 1 1 
20 - - 2 5 2 1 1 - i 6 1 1 
21 1 - 3 5 1 - 1 1 1 3 3 1 
Total 9 4 0 26 45 29 1 2 19 4o 85 6o 4 24 18 19 83 52 14 
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A means of interpreting these tables is first, to note the majority 
rating on a question; second, refer to the ~uestions and then give the 
explanation in terms of how 1-1ell the school is or is not meeting that 
imperative need. For example, under Need Number 1 (Vocational Training-
saleable skills) statement number 7 has four r atings of 5, two of 4, two 
of 3, one of 2 and one of 1. This indicates that inasmuch as there are 
a greater number of high ratings the school is meeting the Need Number 1 
as applied to statement 7. The statement rated is: "The school gathers 
infor.mation about each individual student ' s interests , abilities, 
aptitudes and personal characteristics for use in helping the student 
determine a field of work in which he may be successfully employed: 
diversified occupations program, tests , observation, etc " 
y 
In comparison statement number 9 has four ratings of 1, two of 2, 
one of 3 and one of 4, sh?wing the school is weak relative to saleable 
skills as applied to statement 9. The statement reads: "The school 
emphasizes the development of abilities in q.asic occupational processes gj :. 
and with basic tools and machines." 
It is true that in reference to statement number 7 the school does, 
through its guidance and testing program, meet that need of saleable skills. 
Need Number 1 is not met by the school program relative to statement 
number 9, due to the lack of adequate program and facilities in 
industrial arts. 
Space does. not allow for the interpretation of all the items listed 
Y 0p . cit . , p . 36 . (p . 14 ) 
g/Loc cit. 
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under each major need. However, summary statements relative to each 
imperative need are an aid in determining the adequacy of the present 
p r ogram of studies It can be noted that the ratings listed under Need 
Number l vary on different statements, yet the predominant choices tend 
to be average or somewhat below. The total of the ratings of Need 
Number 1 in Table 10 shows 37 ratings of 1, 24 of 2 , 38 of 3, 24 of 4 
and 13 of 5. The school program, then, is helping its pupils to develop 
saleable skills in some fields, failing to do so in others, but in 
general close to the average ratings 
Need Number 2 {Good Health) is being met to perhaps a better degree 
than its facilities allow. Hmvever, there are some very definite 
weaknesses. 
Need Number 3 (Citizenship) has ratings which would decidedly 
indicate that this need was being very well met by the present program 
of studies. 
Need Number 4 (Worthy Home Membership), in contrast , shm•s a 
decided lack of a sufficient program to provide for an understanding of 
the problems of family life. 
Need Number 5 (Consumer Education) has a rating that indicates that 
improvement is necessary in that area of the program. 
Need Number 6 (Understanding Science) has to do 'Hi th science and its 
influence on human life. Here the ratings indicate that the need is only 
being met to an average degree of efficiency. 
The opportunity to learn to appreciate beauty, art, literature, 
J~ 
music and nature is Need Number 7 (Appreciation.Aesthetic). Here the 
'I 
school, although rating average , tends to shO'I·l above average trends 
Need Number 8 (Worthy Use of Leisure Time) has ratings of average 
with some definitely low ratings , which would indicate that the program 
does not adequately help the youngster to wisely use his leisure time , 
The ratings given the school by the faculty on Needs Number 9 and 
10 (Character Development and Knowledge of Fundamentals) show a definite 
favorable t r end. \oieaknesses are indicated in certain phases , but the 
rating is definitely average and above. Need Number 9 is the development 
of moral, ethical and spiritual values together with the respect for 
others. Need Number 10 is relative knmolledge of fundamentals and ability 
of self expression and to read ; listen and understand. Need Number 10 
has a higher r ating than Need Number 9. 
I f the totals of the ratings in Tables 10, ~' and 12 are evaluated 
in terms of their respective values and an average taken for each 
imperative need, the r esulting number will express the quality or degree 
to which the school progr am is meeting wich need. When the totals are 
multiplied by their respective values and the sum of the products 
divided by the number of choices, the resulting number will be the 
average rating. For example , take Need Number l. The summary of choices 
is: 
Number Choices 
37 
24 
38 
24 
13 
Value 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average ratings = 1~~ ~ 2.65 
Total 
37 
48 
114 
96 
65 
360 
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If this procedure is applied to the ratings in Tables 10, 11 and 12 
a single rating for each imperative need may be obtained. These summaries 
are listed in Table 13. 
Table 13 . Summary of Tables 10, 11 and 12 
Expressed in Average Ratings 
Imperative 
Needs 
(1) 
Number 1 . ........••• 
2· •••••••••••• 
3 ........... . 
4 .••••••••••• 
5 •.••.....•.. 
6 ........... . 
7 ••.•..•.••.. 
8 ........... . 
9 . . .••••••••• 
10 •••••.••••.. 
Average Rating 
(2) 
2.65 
2.78 
3-76 
2 .33 
2 .35 
2.95 
2.85 
2.78 
2.95 
3-15 
Further interpretation of the teacher ratings.-- The survey 
booklet provides for a still further analysis of these ratings by the 
teachers. 
By combining the ratings of each imperative need under six separate 
headings certain questions may be answered. This arrangement tends to 
shmv how these i terns of the imperative needs are met. It helps to 
determine the ans•rers to the following analytical questions; 
"Do you want to knm1--
1. ~lliether the curriculum content tends to meet the ten needs? 
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2. ~lhether community relationship tends to be good? 
3· Whether students have the opportunity to 'attain status' and 
practice getting along with age-mates ? 
4 . ~lhether the school tends to know its students? 
5. Whether the school tends to r ate ·Hell i n its efforts to 
evaluate its activities? 
6. 'fuether its organized guidance and special services tend to 
be adequate?" 
On pages 41 thr ough 46 in the booklet ,.;ri tten by Vlilliam L. Ranson 
y 
and used for this survey are the forms by vThich the answers to these 
analytical questions may be determined. By summarizing the scores made 
on the ten imper ative needs as directed in these analysis forms, a 
summary ratio can be determined for each statement relative to each 
imperative need. The ratings made by the teachers were applied to these 
analytical forms and a summary of the results is given in Table 14. 
Table 14. Summary of Scores Obtained by the Survey as Applied to the Six 
Analytical Questions 
Imperative Need 
Question Number 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
l 
l. Vocational Training . ••.• .•• 2.5 2.5 2.4 3.0 2.8 2.6 
2. Good Health .•••.•.•.••••.•. 2.6 3.0 3.5 3.1 3.0 3.5 
3· Citizenship .••.••.•. ••• •••. 3.6 3·3 3·5 3.4 3.7 2.7 
4. Worthy Home Membership ••••• 2.4 2.1 2.5 2.4 2.1 2.2 
5. Consumer Education •.•.•• • .• 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.2 2.2 
(concluded on next page) 
yap. cit. , p. 36, (pp. 41-46) 
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Table 14. {concluded) 
Question Number 
Imperative Need 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 
6 . Understanding Science .•. 2.9 2.6 3.1 2.7 3 .0 
7. Appreciation of Aesthetic 3.0 2.4 3-1 3.0 2.8 3.0 
8 : Use of Leisure Time . •. •• 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.3 
9 · Character Development . •. 3 .0 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.4 3.0 
10 . Knm-lledge of Fundamentals 3-3 4.3 3.1 3.0 3.1 3 .0 
Average . . . . . .• . . .•..... • 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 
Meaning of Values: 1. Very Inferior 
2. Inferior 
3. Average 
4 . Superior 
5. Very Superior 
The rating given in this table would indicate that the imperative 
needs are being met in the various ways in degrees that ·vary from a 
decided inferior grade to better than average and in one case to a 
superior grade • 
The teachers seem to have been rather severe in making these ratings, 
basing their choices on the belief that with proper building facilities 
much improvement could be made in the program of instruction . 
A summary statement relative to each of the analytical ~uestions, 
given previously in this text, may now be made : 
Question 1 . The curr icula content meets the ten imperative needs as 
follows: The developing of saleable skills, providing 
for health and physical development, understanding of 
worthy home membership, and the value of consumer goods 
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are being met to a degree which is below average. The 
use of leisure time, understanding of science, 
appreciation of the aesthetic, and the development of 
ethical values is being met by the curriculum to an 
average degree of efficiency. The rights and duties of 
citizenship and the possession of the fundamentals of 
learning processes are being provided for by the 
curriculum to a degree that is better than average. 
Question 2 . The community relations are below average in Needs 1, 4, 
5, 6, G and 8; average in Needs 2, 3, and 9; and 
definitely above average in Need 10, which is the 
providing of fundamentals of the learning process. 
Question 3. The opportunity to practice getting along with others 
was provided for to a less than average degree in Needs 1, 
4, and 8; average in Needs 5, 7, 9, 10; and above average 
in Needs 2 and 3. 
Question 4. The school understanding its students appears low in 
Needs 4, 5, and 8; average in Needs 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, and 
10; and slightly above average in Need 3. 
Question 5. The school makes an effort to evaluate its activities 
to a better than average degree in citizenship and to 
an average degree in saleable skills, health, understanding 
of science, appreciation of the aesthetic, use of leisure 
time and in the knowledge of fundamentals. The ratings 
were below average as applied to Needs 4, 5 and 9. 
Question 6. Guidance and special services did meet to an average 
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degree the needs as re~uired in citizenship, science, 
aesthetic appreciation, character development and know-
ledge of fundamentals . This was not true of training in 
saleable skills, worthy home membership, and use of 
leisure time as they were rated belo·H average. The 
guidance and special services did meet to a better than 
average degree as applied to health and physical fitness. 
This survey by the teachers and its interpretation in terms of our 
local needs shows that many improvements will be necessary in the future 
school program. These improvements will come not only through a well-
planned program of studies, but in the content of the several courses in 
such a program, proper building facilities and the enthusiastic cooperation 
of the entire faculty. 
It 'wuld seem from the previous studies, surveys and questionnaires 
that sufficient information had now been obtained to allm.; a program of 
studies to be established which could, to a large degree, provide for the 
educational needs of the youth of Shrewsbury. 
The Program of Studies 
Having determined by study and .survey what same of the essential 
needs of Shre,·Tsbury youth are, it is now necessary t o establish a program 
that will meet those needs. Of what does a program of studies consist? 
What are its aims? How flexible shall it be? One of the best statements 
relative to these questions is that given by the committee on cooperative y 
study in the survey booklet entitled, "Evaluative Cri teria," and it is 
f/The Committee on Evaluative Criteria, Evaluative Criteria, Cooper ative 
Study of Secondary-School Standards , Washington, D.C., 1950, p. 11. 
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quoted as follows: 
"The program of studies consists of the courses of instruction 
available to secondary-school pupils. These courses provide for 
experiences which assist in meeting the conunon, as ,.,ell as the 
individual, educational needs of youth. In general, while the 
meeting of common needs is emphasized in required courses, the 
meeting of individual needs is provided for· in elective courses and 
in adapting the content and instruction of required courses to the 
needs of individual pupils. 
The program of studies is composed of curricular offerings 
which contribute to desirable behavior changes relative to various 
fields of learning. All these educational experiences, when 
integrated and adapted to the educational needs of pupils, should 
provide them with understandings, habits, attitudes, and ideals, 
based on important knowledges and skills, for present and future 
living in American democracy. 
The program of studies should be in a continuous process of 
improvement in relation to the changing needs and interests of pupils. 
The content of the program should be planned and developed by the 
staff, utilizing, ,.,henever possible, contributions which may be 
derived from the pupils themselves, the personal and. ·tnaterial 
resources of the community, and the contributions of other educational 
agencies and institutions. The staff should examine from time to 
time, the effectiveness of the program of studies and should utilize 
the results of such study in bringing about improvement in the 
program. " 
The content of a program of studies has been fairly well established 
by tradition and experience to consist of some ten fields of study. These 
fields have : been grouped into what may be termed the academic group and 
the non-academic group. This first group consists of English, social 
studies, science, mathematics, and foreign language and is the traditional 
part of the program which has come from the academics of the past. It is 
from this group that most of the requir ed units are taken. 
The non-academic group consists of business education, physical 
education and health, art, music and practical or industrial arts. By 
means of this elective group of studies the individual differences of . 
many of the pupils are met. By the experience gained in these subjects 
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many pupils deter.mine those vocational interests and skills which later 
help to provide their livelihood. 
It is in this non-academic field that the most improvement is 
necessary in the Shrewsbury secondary school. Although by the surveys 
it would seem that the business education courses were providing for the 
needs of many, this is not true of other non-academic fields. Here again 
the improvement depends on having proper building facilities and equipment 
in addition to well-trained personnel. 
Included with these two major areas of a program there is a need 
today more than ever before for a well-organized program of guidance. 
In the survey conducted with the graduates it was evident that they were 
handicapped because of the lack of a good guidance program. Many of their 
replies suggested that both group and individual guidance was needed. 
The favorable reaction of many of the graduates as to the great 
benefits they received from the program of student activities would 
suggest that these activities should be continued at Shrewsbury, but 
provision be made whereby more pupils could gain such experiences. 
bi 
Following the study and surveyAthe teaching staff these ideas were 
agreed upon: 
1. The present program of studies should be used as the basis for 
development of an improved program. 
2. The content of some courses in the present program were meeting 
to a large degree the present needs of ·the pupils. 
3. An improvement in the content of several courses was as necessary 
as the addition of new courses to meet the imperative needs . 
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4 All academic and non-academic subjects now in the :program should 
be retained in a future program and such ne¥1 courses be added 
><hich >wuld help provide for the present educational needs of all 
pupils. 
5. The following provisions be made in the program to meet the 
specific imperative needs: 
a. Additional courses should be provided in industrial, household 
and creative arts, especially on the senior high level, to aid 
the pupil in attaining saleable skills. Also, in the future, 
agricultural courses and special courses in business education 
should be added as the needs required. 
b.Provision should be made for adequate courses in health and 
physical fitness . There should be an allovrance made for 
corrective work for those ¥lith physical weaknesses. A more 
extensive program in intermural sports should be provided. 
c. The preparation for citizenship could be improved by providing 
more opportunities in the activity program to practice those 
principles taught in the classroom . 
d. Present courses in social studies should provide such additional 
information as would help the pupil in consumer buying and to 
prepare for a more worthy home membership. 
e. Such courses as earth and natural sciences should be included, 
>·ri th good laboratory facilities for teaching, so that all 
pupils \-Till have a proper understanding and appreciation of the 
physical world in which they live . 
f . Special provisions should be made to · improve the art program 
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to allmv in both the music and the arts general courses by which 
all pupils may learn to-better appreciate the aesthetic values in 
life. 
g. Pupils should be taugh~ by means of courses now existing, the 
better use of leisure time. Through the guidance and athletic 
departments , with the aid of facilities that should be provided 
in a new building, a recreational program should be planned that 
will help the pupils meet this imperative need. 
h. The development of character and the ethical values related to 
it should still be provided for in all courses and especially in 
the guidance and activities of students. 
i. The skills which allow youth to think rationally, to read, listen 
and express themselves clearly should still be provided by all 
the courses in the program. Special provision should be made to 
help those who need remedial work and much of such assistance 
should be provided at the Junior-high level. 
Description of courses.-- The program of studies should consist of 
the follovring academic and non-academic area courses closely correlated 
in order to provide an education so that all pupils may develop normal 
useful lives: 
English-- The six years of the English curriculum should consist 
of units of instruction which will develop the skills of reading, 
writing, listening and speaking. The level and variety to which these 
units extend •will depend on the needs of the various groups. Not 
only should the English help to develop the pupil in the closely 
related fields but contribute to the pupils' learning activities in 
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all the other educational fields pursued. Included in the curriculum 
should be remedial work for the slower child, speech training for 
both the handicapped and those desirous of becoming more eloquent. 
The program should also include the activities of debate, dramatics, 
radio, creative writing and news publication. The literature 
studied will be adapted to the needs and interests of the various 
groups. 
Foreign languages-- The language program should include four 
years of Latin, with third and fourth years provided when necessary, 
three years of French and two years of Spanish. An exploratory 
course in general language should be provided for most pupils on 
the eighth year level in order to provide a better understanding of 
other languages • Such a course should also provide pupils with a 
better basis for making language choices. This exploratory course 
will be given in cooperation with the English department. 
Social studies-- The units of social studies should consist of 
those included in civics, history, problems of democracy, economics 
and those related courses in the field of geography. The classroom 
in social studies becomes a workshop where pupils study the 
problems of living by past and present events. Here they are taught 
to develop an understanding and appreciation of the tenets of 
democratic living. They are urged to put into practice those ideals 
taught by taking responsibilities in the school and community. 
The field of geography contributes in a similar- .manner, helping 
the pupils to interpret the influence of geographic environment of 
people to their ways of living. Courses in geography will occur in 
the junior high level with the exception of physical geography 
which occurs in the 12th year. 
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Mathematics-- The curriculum of mathematics should consist of 
such common and specialized courses as will meet the needs of the 
various pupils. It will provide for the development of skills and 
knowledge of fundamentals and the practical applications of them. 
At the upper levels it will provide such courses as -will be 
beneficial to the educational, vocational and cultural growth of all. 
Science-- The objectives in the science program are to develop 
an understanding and application of scientific pr~nciples, to learn 
to think in a scientific manner, and to apply these methods to 
laboratory experimentation. At the junior-high level the courses 
are informative and exploratory. The courses in senior high will 
provide more laboratory methods of study. The type of course will 
be varied to meet the need of the vocational, technical -and 
scientific groups. 
Business education-- The courses in business education are of 
two areas- the general course for all and the vocational business 
course for those desiring preparation for a business occupation. 
The general training is for all at the 9th year level, with most 
pupils continuing to the lOth year level in typewriting and a 
large number in commercial mathematics. The courses in stenography, 
bookkeeping and office practice allow those who have aptitude and 
skill to continue their training to the level of proficiency they 
desire. A cooperative work experience can be arranged with some of 
the business offices in the city of Worcester and pupils will be 
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released for afternoon work as part of their commercial training in 
office practice. 
Art-- General art classes should be required for all. pupils in 
grades 7 and 8 where skills may be further developed together with 
real appreciation. General and specialized courses should be 
provided in grades 9 through 12. The extent of these courses will 
depend on the interest of the pupils and physical facilities provided 
in a new building. 
Household arts-- This program should give instructions that 
would help to meet the home and family life needs of all. pupils and 
prov:i.de some vocational needs for others. During grades 7 and 8 the . 
course should be general, developing skills, interests and 
appreciation in the art. In the upper years it should prov:i.de further 
training in foods, clothing, purchasing of goods, health, child 
care, home care of the sick and family relations. Courses should 
be prov:i.ded in the llth and 12th years for those who wish to pursue 
same of the skills developed into vocational careers. 
Industrial arts-- The curriculum in industrial arts should 
include those units of instruct~on which will provide knowledge and 
appreciation of the arts which have helped our country to·:.b•~-.... a 
great industrial nation, During the 7th and 8th grades the training 
should be in fundamental skills and exploratory in nature. Grades 9 
through 12 should allow for such training and instruction that it 
may be applied both as a vocation and a hobby. The extent to which 
courses should be vocational will depend on needs and the equipment 
provided. 
Music-- The music on secondarylevel should contribute to the 
needs of the pupils through general music, specialized courses and 
extra activities. Appreciation as well as knowledge and skills 
should be developed. Opportunities should be provided for 
individual training in vocal and instrumental work. Activities 
such as band, orchestra, glee clubs and musical programs should be 
part of the planned program. Advanced courses for those who will 
continue their musical careers will be provided as the needs require. 
Physical education-- The program of physical education for 
both boys and girls should include such activities as will help to 
meet the physical and recreational needs of youth. The development 
of healthy bodies, good health habits and proper recreational 
interest is the aim of a well-planned program. This can be 
accomplished through informational talks as .vell as through 
gymnasium activities. Provision should also be made .for corrective 
work with those requiring such. 
A large amount of correlation should be maintained with both 
the health program of the school and the guidance department. 
Guidance-- The guidance services need to be varied and extensive. 
In addition to helping a pupil to ·adjust himself as an individual, the 
guidance program should provide help and information educationally, 
socially, and for choosing a career. ·The responsibilities of this 
program require the cooperation of the entire staff with a few 
delegated as counselors who help to correlate the work. Both group 
and individual conference work should be organized into the daily 
program. 
Activity program-- Although the pupil program of activities 
extends beyond the school day much Bay and should be planned in 
the regular program. Student council, assemblies, musical 
activi.ties, school paper, clubs, speech activities, banking and 
certain social and physical activities should be included in the 
group which occur during the activity period. 
Health and safety-- Although the instruction provided in 
this phase of education is not a complete phase in itself, health 
and safety are an integral part of physical education, household 
and industrial arts, science and social studies. A more recent 
phase is manifest in the Driver Education program. Here 
instruction should be given in the regular program including both 
classroom and behind -the -wheel -instruction. This: should be 
available to lith and 12th grade pupils who are 16 years of age. 
The courses just briefly outlined will compose the program of 
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studies which should meet the educational need of the youth of the 
community. This program will be planned around a seven-period day with 
50 minutes to each period. One period per day will be devoted to 
activities. Those no~ participating in an activity will have supervised 
study in home roans or teacher conferences. The total perio<i> per week 
would, therefore, be 35· The program of studies may now be presented 
in a concise and tabulated form as shown on the next page. 
Program of Studies - Junior High School 
Grade 7 
Subjects Per. per wk. 
Required: 
English 5 
Social Studies 5 
Geography 5 
World Geography 
Mathematics 5 
Physical Training 2 
General Language Arts ( 1 sem. ) 
General Science (1 sem.) 
Junior Business Training (1 sem.) 
Industrial Arts 2 ) or Household Arts ) 
Creative Art 1 
Music 1 
Guidance 1 
Study 3 
Activity Period 5 
Assembly 1 
Library 1 
Clubs 3 
Electives: 
Latin 
Algebra (in place of math.) 
Remedial Reading 
Music 
Creative Art 
Household Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Study 
Grade 8 Grade 9 
Per. per wk. Per. per wk. 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 ) ) 
3 ) ) 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
2-4 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 ) ) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1-3 
2-5 
1-5 
2-5 
Clubs include choir~ band~ orchestra and special clubs such as stamp, 
Jr. Red Cross, science hobbies and student council. 
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Program of Studies - Senior High School 
Grade 10 Grade ll Grade 12 
Subjects Per. per wk. Per. per wk. Per. per wk. 
Required: 
English 5 
World History 5 
U. S. History 
~roblems of Democracy 
Algebra II or Com'l Arith. 5 
*Solid Geometry - Trigonometry or) 
Review Mathematics or ) 
Practical Mathematics ) 
Physical Education and Health 2 
Guidance 1 
Activity Period 5 
Assembly, Clubs, Study 
Electives: 
French I, II, and III 
Latin I and II 
Latin III anQ IV all years 
Spanish I and II 
Algebra I 
Geometry (required in coil. prep) 
Biology 
College Chemistry 
Practical Chemistry 
Physics 
Physical Science 
Physical Geography 
Typewriting I (required of com'l) 
Typewriting II 11 II 
Bookkeeping I 
Bookkeeping II 
Stenography I 
Stenography and Transcription 
Office Practice 
Dramatics - Debating 
Music - Harmony - Theogy 
Mechanical Drawing 
Industrial Arts 
Household Arts 
II 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2-5 
1-5 
1-5 
2-5 
Cafeteria Management - Home 
Creative Arts 
Nursing 
1-5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
• 5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2-5 
1-5 
1-5 
2-5 
5 
1-5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
2-5 
1-5 
1-5 
2-5 
5 
1-5 
*Not required of commercial students carrying 15 or more periods of 
commercial work. 
Clubs include music, band, orchestra, clubs, assemblies, glee club. 
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This program of studies has been submitted to the Superintendent of 
Schools and to the School Committee and was approved. It would seem that 
this program, if applied and adapted to changing conditions , will, to a 
large degree, meet the educational need of the youth of Shrewsbury of the 
future. 
In order to interpret this program in terms of the necessary 
building facilities further information must be obtained relative to 
town and school population of the future. The required number of rooms 
for an adequate building can be determined if the definite and accurately 
projected enrollment figures are properly applied to the proposed program 
of studies. 
CHAPTER III 
EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR A BUILDING WHICH WILL PROVIDE 
THE NECESSARY FACILITIES FOE THE PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL PRC9-RAM 
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This chapter is devoted to the development of such facts and information 
as will result in a description of the kind of a school plant which will 
be needed to house the program proposed in Chapter II. Such a building 
will not only provide for educational needs of the y outh in the school 
program, but will provide such other educational facilities as will meet 
community needs. 
The educational specifications will include: 
1. The number of different types of standard and special classrooms 
required 
2. The size and capacity of these roams 
3· The description of classrooms and the facilities that are to be 
built into them 
4. The description, size, facilities and arrangement of other roams 
as are needed to complete the services of this building for 
educational and civic purposes. These will include: 
a. Administrative rooms 
Offices of Principal, Vice-Principal, and Dean of Girls 
Guidance office and roams - health unit 
b. Cafeteria 
c. Auditorium 
d. Library 
e • Faculty room 
f. Student activity room 
g. General service rooms 
Sanitation - Storage and special services - Lockers -
Large storage rooms - Custodian's service roams -
Co~ridors and stairways 
5. The possible location and arrangement of rooms. 
_..,Regy.l~li' and Special Classrooms 
In order to determine the number of different kinds of classrooms 
the following information is necessary: 
1. Estimated total enrollment of pupils 
2. Estimated enrollments in required and elective class. subjects 
3. The number of meetings per week of each class 
4. The total number of instructional periods per week 
5. The desired size of the average class 
6. The mathematical formula for determining the required number 
of rooms for a junior high (grades 1, 8 and 9) as proposed by y . 
H. W. Anderson 
gj 
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1. The Anderson fo~a as modified by T. C. Holy for determining 
the required number of rooms for a senior high (grades 10, 11 and 12). 
yn. W. Anderson, A Method for Determining the Housing Re~uirements of a 
Junior High School Program, University of Iowa Studies in Education, Vol.III, 
No. 3, The University, Iowa City, Iowa, 1926. 
gjT. c. Holy, "What Is Good Utilization of a School?", The School 
Executive (November, 1948), 68:60-62. 
Determining the total ~enrol.lment.-- In order to intelligently 
estimate the future enrollment of the secondary schools of Shrewsbury 
a study of past and present school population was most useful and 
necessary. A brief summary of the trends in national education may 
be helpful. in the interpretation of the local picture. The school 
population of the United States has fluctuated greatly during the last 
thirty years as a result of a varying birth rate. In the early twenties 
there was a slow decrease' from 2~ births per 1000 population to 20 in 
1932 and dropping to an all-time low of 18 before 1941. During the 
last decade the picture has again changed with birth rates increasing 
to an all time high of 25 .8 per 1000 in 194 7. It has continued above 
23 per 1000 since then. The result of this increase is now evident in 
our elementary enrollments and the tide is sweeping rapidly toward the 
secondary schools. 
A summary of national school enrollments of the past three decades, 
at present and an estimate of the next decade are shown in the following 
table: 
Table 15. Enrollment of pupils in United States Schools 
y 
Year Elementary Secondary Total 
Pupils Pupils 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1930 •••• *23 plus 5 28 
1940 •••• 21 7 28 
1950 •••• 23 6 29 
1952 •••• 24 7 31 
1¢0 •••• 25 9 34 
*Numbers refer to millions of pupils 
:YFrarik W. Hubbard, Director of Research, "Schools and the 1950 Census," 
Research Bulletinl Vol. 29, No. 4, (December, 1951), National Education 
ASsociation, p. 166. 
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The pupil enrollments of Shrewsbury schools have followed quite 
closely the national pattern as shown in Table 16, which also contains 
an estimate enrollment for 196o. 
Table 16. Enrollment of Pupils of Shrewsbury 
Year Elementary Pupils Secondary Pupils Total 
(1) (2) {3) (4) 
1930 •••••• 1000 519 1519 
1940 •••••• 7J2 717 1489 
1950 •••••• 1095 590 1685 
1952 •••••• 1273 672 1945 
1960 •••••• 1540 1150 2690 
A total enrollment of 1600 pupils which was reached in 1932 was , 
not equaled again until 1950. 'l'liis is also true of the elementary 
enrollment, but the peak of 717pupils in the secondary school will 
not be surpassed until the school year 1953-54. 
A comparison of town and school population during the last 25 years 
may be helpful in predicting the trend in future enrollments. 
Table 17. Comparison of Population of Town and School 
Year Town Population School Population 
(1) (2) (3) 
1930 •••••• 6910 1519 
1935······ 7144 1547 
1940 •••••• 7526 1489 
1945 •••••• 9296 1340 
1950 •••••• 10,594 1685 
1952 •••••• 11,500 1945 
The approximate ratio of l pupil in school to 5 in the population, 
which was fairly consistent during l930 to ~940, dropped to a ratio of 
l to 6 in l945 and l950. The figures for l952 indicate a trend toward 
the former ratio. 
More helpful in predicting future school enrollments is the number 
of births as recorded in the town clerk's office. Table l8 gives these 
figures from l934 to l952 together with first grade enrollment, 
population and birth rates for specific years. 
Table l8. Number of Births in Given Years and the First Grade 
Enrollments 5 to 6 Years Later, with Town Population 
and Birth Rates for Specific Years 
Number First Grade 
Year Population Births Rate perM Year Enrollment 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
l934 91 194o 1l8 
1935 7,l44 102 l4.2 194l 160 
l936 102 1942 l46 
l937 l03 l943 l56 
l938 ll6 l944 l40 
l939 llO l945 l4l 
l940 7,526 l35 l8 l946 l4l 
l94l l54 l947 l58 
l942 l81 l948 l87 
l943 l86 l949 228 
l944 l60 l950 22l 
l945 9,296 l58 l7 l95l 2l2 
l946 l7l l952 246 
l947 232 l953 
l948 233 
l949 2l8 
l950 l0,574 220 2l 
l95l 257 
l952 ll,500 265 23 
.... 
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The 91 recorded births in 1934 was the lowest in Shrewsbury since 
before 1920. It is interesting to note that the enrollment in the first 
grade each year is greater in all cases than the number of births six 
years before, probably due to the influx of population. It may be 
possible that all births are not recorded with the town clerk when the 
child is born in the nearby city hospitals even though the parents are 
residents of Shrewsbury. The possible cause of this increase is that 
many of the new residents to Shrewsbury are those with children who are 
ready to enter the schools. This fact is further substantiated by the 
large increase in enrollments in the other grades in the system. 
The birth rate for 1950 for the United States was 23.5 per 1000 as 
compared with Shrewsbury's 21 per 1000. Assuming this rate of 21 
continues,with a population close to 12,000 the births in Shrewsbury 
each year should be about 252. Actually, in 1951 there were 257. At 
the rate ·or 21 per M an increase to 15,000 population, which seems quite 
possible, would mean 315 births per year. Remembering that the first-
grade enrollments have always exceeded the number of births of the six 
years before, it appears safe then to use 315 as the estimated first-
grade enrollment for each year during the next 5 to 10 years • 
The net loss of enrollment of classes as they progress from first 
grade to 12th is difficult to determine by any percentage scale. In 
fact, during the last five years certain grade enrollments have increased 
over what they were in the first grade due to the influx of new residents. 
Several methods have been used to predict future school enrollments. 
!/ 
Those listed in ".American School Buildings11 include forecasting for 
total population, graphic technique, Bell telephone method, analogy of' 
similar size communi ties and percentage survivorship • A good procedure 
in the case of' Shrewsbury may be by total population and a: ~~~~ethod similar 
to that of survivorship used by the Bureau of Educational Research of' 
Ohio University as described in the Twenty-seventh Yearbook by the 
American Association of' School Administrators entitled "American School. 
Buildings • " 
'Y 
In this latter method a table of comparisons is made from the 
number of births each year and the grade enrolllllent of' each group as it 
progresses through the twelve years. As a result of' this comparison, 
average percentages are determined between number of births and first grade 
enrol.J.Jnent six years later and each year following. These averages are 
then used to predict future enrol.lment fairly accurately for at least 
six years and more than six years on the basis of estimated births from 
total population. From the facts .al.ready considered it seems fairly 
certain that: 
1. The number of births during the next few years will be approximatel.y 
315 per year. 
2. The enrol.J.Jnent in the first grade will be at least equal to the 
same number of births inasmuch as over previous years it has 
been more. 
1/American Association of School Administrators Twenty-seventh Yearbook, 
American School. Buildings, National. Education Association, Washington, D.C., 
1949, pp. 55-56. 
g/Ibid • ' p • 56. 
3 • The enrollment drop as each group progresses through grade 12 
will be less than in the past if a good educational program is 
provided. Table 19 contains the numerical facts concerning 
number of births from 1934 to 1952 and enrollments of grades 
1 through 6. 
Table 19. Births for 1934 - 1952. School Enrollments Grade 1 - 6 for 
1940 - 1952. Projected Enrollment to 196o 
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Births School Grade Enrollments Total 
Year 
Year No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
~1) ~2) ~3~ ~4 ~ ~5~ ~6~ r1l ~8~ r9l ~10) 
1934 91 1940-41 118 119 129 134 129 129 758 
1935 102 1~1-42 160 lo8 124 131 141 127 791 
1936 102 1942-43 146 147 105 132 138 l.42 810 
1937 103 1943-44 156 126 133 116 127 134 792 
1938 116 1944-45 140 127 121 131 119 117 755 
1939 110 1945-56 141 129 126 126 121 126 769 
1940 135 1946-47 141 132 119 125 110 126 753 
1941 154 1947-48 158 134 139 119 126 119 795 
1942 181 1948-49 187 159 129 142 128 121 866 
1943 186 1949-50 228 190 158 124 151 122 973 
1944 160 1950-51 221 225 196 170 136 147 1095 
1945 158 1951-52 212 198 231 204 172 134 1151 
1946 171 1952-53 246 206 207 233 2o4 177 1273 
1947 232 1953-54 250 240 205 210 235 200 1340 
1948 233 1954-55 250 245 240 205 210 235 1385 
1949 218 1955-56 250 240 245 235 205 210 1380 
1950 220 1956-57 250 240 235 240 235 205 1405 
1951 257 1957-58 280 240 235 230 240 235 1460 
1952 265 1958-59 315 270 235 230 230 235 1500 
1953 300 1959-60 315 300 260 230 230 230 1540 
Fi gures beyond the lines are estimates 
In order to more accurately predict the future enrollments in 
grades 7 through 12 a knowledge of the number of drop-outs should be 
helpful. A study of the change in enrollments has been made of the more 
recent classes as they progressed from grade to grade. The last ten 
classes to graduate had a total membership of 746 in their 12th year 
and 840 in their 11th year, a drop of about 12!/o. Table 20 contains the 
sum of the enrollments in each grade of these ten classes and the 
percentage of drop-outs for each grade. 
Table 20. Sum of Enrollments by Separate Grades in School of the Classes 
Which Graduated in the Ten Years, 1943 through 1952, with 
Percent of Drop-outs Bach Year of School . 
Grades Enrollment Per Cent 
Drop-Outs 
(I) ~2~ ~3 ~ 
1 1422 
2 1341 6 
3 1324 1.5 
4 1360 *3 
5 1371 *1 
6 1362 1 
7 1332 2 
8 1254 6 
9 1109 12 
10 964 13 
11 840 13 
12 746 12 
* Indicate per cent of increase rather than decrease 
A similar comparison of total enrollments and per cent of drop-outs 
may be made 1-1ith the last five graduating classes (1948-1952). Table 21 
contains these summary figures. 
Table 21. Sum of Enrollments by Separate Grades in School of the 
Classes Which Graduated in the Five Years, 1948 through 
1952, with Percent of Drop-outs for Each Year of School 
Grades Enrollment Per Cent 
(l) (2) 
Drop-Outs 
(3) --
1 100 
2 656 8 
3 625 3 
4 645 *3 
5 646 -0 
6 646 0 
7 610 6 
8 562 7 
9 514 9 
10 472 8 
ll 431 8 
12 396 8 
* Indicates per cent of increase rather than decrease 
A comparison of Tables 20 and 21 shows the percentage of drop-outs 
during the last five years (Table 21) has been less than over the 
ten-year period. It is the belief of the writer that this percentage 
will tend to decrease as a result of the proposed program to be 
offered in the new building. With this thought in mind the writer 
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suggests as probable the following percentages of decrease of enrollments 
in grades 7 through 12: 
From 7th to 8th grade 
From 8th to 9th 11 
From 9th to lOth 11 
From lOth tollth 11 
From 11th to 12th 11 
- 5 Per cent 
8 Per cent 
6 Per cent 
5 Per cent 
5 Per cent 
Table 22 contains the enrollment of grades 1 through 12 for 1940 -
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1952 with future enrollments projected by use of percentages listed 
above. 
Table 22. Projection of School Enrollment Trends 
School Grade Enrollments 
Year 7 8 9 10 ll 12 Total 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
1940-41 149 154 110 124 99 81 717 
1941-42 121 143 112 95 89 86 646 
1942-43 129 lll 127 94 75 11 613 
1943-44 133 110 100 98 88 59 588 
1944-45 119 124 104 81 82 72 582 
1945-46 105 lo8 113 90 75 69 560 
1946-47 124 100 103 ll2 85 73 597 
1947-48 121 120 88 94 101 19 603 
1948-49 114 113 106 19 8o 98 590 
1949-50 125 106 94 91 72 72 566 
1950-51 123 118 95 95 93 66 590 
1951-52 145 123 106 94 93 81 642 
1952-53 136 143 112 102 90 89 672 
1953-54 174 129 132 105 95 85 720 
1954-55 200 165 120 125 100 90 Boo 
1955-56 235 190 150 113 118 95 901 
1956-57 210 225 175 141 lo8 112 910 
1957-58 205 200 210 166 131 103 1016 
1958-59 230 195 185 200 158 127 1093 
1959-60 230 220 180 180 190 150 1150 
Figures beyond the line are estimates 
Total enrollment.-- The figures in Table 22 indicate that .. the 
enrollment for the year 1959-60 in grades 1 through 12 will be 1,150. 
It would seem reasonable that specifications for a new junior-senior 
high school should provide for an enrollment of 1200 pupils. From 
Table 22 the projected grade enrollment can be obtained for use in 
determining subject enrollments. 
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Enrollment by subjects.-- In order to determine the number of roams 
re~uired, their size and capacity so that facilities may be provided 
which will allow the previously proposed program of studies to function, 
it is necessary to estimate the number of pupils enrolled in each subject. 
Where the subject is one required by all pupils the numbers will be that 
of' the total grade enrollment. This will be true o:f all subjects in 
grades 7 and 8. Beginning with grade 9 and continuing through grade l.2 
many of the subjects aret elective and thus vary in numbers enrolled. 
A study of class enrollments in these various ·.subjects -over the past 
several years is helpful in making future estimates. In most cases the 
per cent of choices are fairly consistent. The percentages used in 
making estimates as::given in Table 22 are averages o:f the past five years 
with the exception of industrial:..,arts, household arts, music and creative 
art. The percentages used in making these estimates are higher than the 
average of past experience on the assumption that more pupils will enroll 
when proper :facilities are provided. 
Table 23 shows the program o:f studies as proposed in Chapter 2, 
the number o:f periods per week each class meets, the percentage o:f grade 
enrollment :for elective subjects and the estimated enrollments when 
these percentages are applied. 
Table 23 :follows on the next three pages. 
Table 23. Enrollment by Subjects of Grades 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, 
Showing the Number of Periods per Week for Each Subject. 
Subjects 
(1) 
Periods per Week Subject Enrollment 
Estimated 
(2) (3) 
Grade 7 
Estimated enrollment 230 
Required: 
'0 
English . ........................ 5 Q) H 230 
Social Science •••••••••••••••••• 5 ~ 230 Mathematics ....•..•.....•......• 5 Q)t'- 23Q 
Earth Science .••..••••••.••••••• 5 H 230 Q) 
Physical Education •••••••••••••• 2 l:ll'd 230 
.p aS 
Arts; Industrial -Boys •••••••• ) C) H 100 2 Q) bO Household Girls ••••••• ) •r, 
- p Q 130 
Creative ••••••••••••••..• 1 ::Iori 230 1:1) 
Music . ........................•. 1 r-1 230 
Study . .......•.......•.....•..•. 1 r-1 230 aS 
Activity Periods •••••••••••••••• 5 230 
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Extra curricula - Assembly, Library, Band, Orchestra, Clubs 1 - 4 periods 
and Guidance 
Grade 8 
Estimated enrollment 220 
Required: 
English . ....................... . 
Social Science •••••••••••••••••• 
General Language Arts (1/2 year)) 
Earth Science (1/2 year) •••••••• ) 
Mathematics ................ .... . 
Physical Education •••••••••••••• 
Arts: Industrial- Boys •••••••• ) 
Household -Girls ••••••• ) 
Music . ........••..•..•.••....... 
Art • .•.•.....••.••••.•..•.•.•.•• 
Activity Periods .••••••••••••••• 
Study • .......................... 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
3 
220 
220 
220 
220 
220 
100 
120 
220 
220 
220 
220 
Extra curricula - Band, Orchestra, Clubs 1 - 4 periods and Guidance 
(continued on next page) 
Table 23. (continued) 
Periods Per Cent Estimated 
Subjects per Week Grade Enrollment Subject Enrollment 
(1) (2) (3) 
Grade 9 
Estimated enrollment 180 
Required: 
English ................. 5 
General Mathematics or .• 5 35 
Algebra! ............... 5 65 
World Geography ••••••••• 5 
~unior Business Training 5 
~neral Science ••••••••• 5 
Physical Education •••••• 2 
Guidance .••••••••••••••• 1 
Elective: 
Remedial Reading •••••••• 5 15 
latin I ..•.•.•.....••.•. 5 50 
Household Arts •••••••••• 2 to 5 35 
Creative Arts ••••••••••• 1 to 3 33 
Industrial Arts ••••••••• 1 to 5 30 
Extra CUrricular - Choir, Band, Orch., 
Clubs 50 
Grade 10 
Estimated enrollme~t 180 
Required: 
English................. 5 
World History........... 5 
Algebra II or........... 5 
Commercial Arithmetic... 5 
Physical Education - Health 2 
Guidance................ 1 
Elective: 
6o 
40 
(4) 
180 
165 
115 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
27 
90 
63 
6o 
54 
90 
180 
180 
loB 
72 
180 
180 
French I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 50 90 
Biology................. 5 75 135 
latin II................ 5 25 40 
Typewriting I........... 5 90 160 
(Required of Com'l.students) 
Dramatics - Debating .5 · 25 45 
MechaDigal Dr awing 5 . i~ (Grs.lO,ll,l2) 78 
Industrial Arts l to 5 25 45 
Household Arts 2 to 5 33 60 
Creative Art l to 3 33 60 
Extra CUrricular -Music, Band, Orch., 50 90 
Club~ \COncluded on next page) 
74 
75 
Table 23. (concluded) 
Periods Per Cent Estimated 
Subjects per Week Grade Enrollment Subject Enrollment 
(1) (2) 
Grade ll 
Estimated enrollment 190 
Required: 
English . ................. . 
U. s. History ••••••••••••• 
Physical Education - Health 
Guidance . •••...•.•.••.•••• 
Elective: 
Geometry (Required of College 
5 
5 
2 
1 
(4) 
190 
190 
190 
190 
- Prep • ) 5 50 95 
College Chemistry......... 6 40 76 
Practical Chemistry....... 6 21 40 
Bookkeeping I Required of Cam'l 5 40 38 
Stenography I ,, " " 5 32 60 
Typewriting II n " " 5 40 70 
French II................. 5 26 50 
Latin III................. 5 5 10 
Spanish I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 21 40 
Debating and Dramatics.... 5 5 10 
Creative Art.............. 1 to 3 31 60 
Household Arts............ 2 to 5 31 60 
Industrial Arts........... 1 to 5 25 45 
Driver Education (not a full 4 31 60 
year course) 
Extra Curricular - Glee Club, Band, Orch., Clubs 55 per cent 100 
Grade 12 
Estimated enrollment 150 
Required: 
English................... 5 150 
~roblems of Democracy..... 5 87 130 
~thematics: (choose one) 
Solid Geom. and Trig.... 5 
Review Mathematics...... 5 
16 25 
20 30 
Practical Mathematics... 5 27 40 
Physical Education - Health 2 
Guidance.................. 1 
150 
150 
16 25 
16 25 
i~ 20 25 
16 25 
Elective: College Physics........... 6 
Physical Science.......... 5 
French III................ 5 
Spanish II................ 5 
Stenography and Transcription 10 
20 30 
27 50 
Bookkeeping II............ 5 
Office Machines........... 5 
20 
'g r~ 25 
Cafeteria Management...... 5 
Creative Art.............. l to 3 
Industrial Art............ l to 5 
20 30 Driver Education (not a full 4 year course ) 
Extra Curricular - Glee Club, Band, Orch., Clubs 40 per cent 6o 
*Not required of commercial students carrying 15 or more pers. of cam'l work. 
The number of pupils enrolled in the several subject classes of the 
proposed program having been determined, it is now necessary to find the 
!I 
various roams required for these classes. H. W. Anderson developed a 
formula for determining such information. He stated that the number of 
rooms depended on the number of pupils enrolled, the number of meetings 
of the class per week, the number of pupils assigned to each roam and 
the total number of instructional periods per week in the .entire program. 
The class enrollments and the number of periods of meeting per week have 
already been indicated on the preceding pages of chapter three. The 
class size and the to~al instructional periods per week must now be 
established. 
Total number of instructional periods per week.-- In both the present 
and proposed future program of studies a seven-period day, or a thirty-
five period week, is planned • This allows an activity period each day 
with six instructional periods per day for 5 days, or 30 per week. 
The desired average size class.-- The number of pupils assigned to 
a class group must necessarily vary in subject and the ability of the 
group. Regular class groups, for best teaching results, should average 
25 pupils. Laboratory classes, special classes in commercial work and 
same others should have an aver~ of 25 pupils per class. Classes in 
industrial or household arts and creative art in most cases should be 20 
pupils. The average physical training and music groups should be 50 pupils 
per class so as to accommodate at one time two average academic classes. 
YH. W. Anderson, A Method for Determining the Housing Requirements of a 
Junior-High School Program, University of Iowa Studies in. Education, 
Vol. III, No. 3, The University, Iowa City, Iowa, 1926, p. 56. 
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The Anderson formula for determini~ the required number of roams 
for junior-high school.-- The Anderson formula states: 
number of roams • total number Pupils x number of meetings per week 
average class size x instructional period per week x {l - S) 
The~ - S) is a variable determined by Anderson to allow for regular and 
special classes in different sized junior-high schools. No value is used 
for S for regular classes such as English and social studies. In junior-
high school allowance is not always necessary for special classes as 
such classes may be held in regular roams • The value 'for S usually given 
varies from 0.12 for a small school to 0.05 for a large school. The 
value for a school the size of Shrewsbury {over 500 pupils) will be 6.05 
for special roams in junior high. This means that regular classrooms can 
be used all of the time and special classrooms 95 per cent of the time. 
Where the class size and the number of periods in a week are the same 
in each grade for the same subject the number of classrooms may be 
determined together. The total pupil periods per week for each class 
vTill be added and this sum will be divided by the common divisor. 
The subject enrollments as shown in Table 23, when substituted in 
the formula together with the other available data, make it possible to 
determine the roams required for that subject. The following calculations 
show these developments. 
Determining the rooms required for junior-high school by use of the 
Anderson for.mula.--Regular classrooms average 25 pupils per class. 
Instructional periods per week 30; 1 - S • l 
y0p. cit., p . 76, (56). 
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English 
Required Subject Periods 
• in- grades Enrollment X per week Total 
7 230 X 5 1150 
8 220 X 5 1100 
9 180 X 5 900 
Remedial 25 X 5 125 
3275 
Rooms required = 3275 = 4.4 
25 X 30 X 1 
Social studies 
Required Subject Pe~iods 
in-grades Enrollment X per week = Total 
7 History 230 X 5 1150 
7 Geography 230 X 5 1150 
8 Civics 220 X 5 1100 
9 World Geog.l80 X 5 900 
4300 
Rooms required = 4300 = 5·7 
25 X 30 X 1 
Mathematics 
Required Subject Periods : 
in- grades Enrollment X per week Total 
7 230 X 5 1150 
8 220 X 5 1100 
9 Algebra or 115 X 5 575 
9 Math. 65 X 5 325 
9 Jr. Bus. Tr. 90 X 5 450 
3600 
Rooms required = 3600 = 4.8 
25 X 30 X 1 
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Langu!5es 
Required Subject Periods 
= in- grade EnroD.ment X per week Total 
8 110 
{each ~ yr.) x 5 550 
Elective 
in grade 
9 90 X 5 450 
1000 
Rooms required = 1000 = 1.3 
25 X 30 X 1 
Guidance - average 25 pupils per group 
Periods 
-Grade Enrollment X per week - Total 
7 230 X 1 230 
8 220 X 1 220 
9 180 X 1 180 
630 
Rooms required - 630 = 0.9 -
25 X 30 X 
·95 
Special classrooms (1-S) = 0.95 
Science 
Required Subject Periods 
in- grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
7 230 2 2 460 
8 110 X 5 550 
(~yr. each) 
9 90 X 5 450 
(~ yr. each) 1460 
Rooms required = 1460 = 2 
25 X 30 X .95 
Industrial arts - average 20 pupils per class 
Required 
in- grade 
7 
8 
9 
Elective 
in grade 
9 
Periods 
Enrollment X per week 
100 
100 
54 
X 
X 
X 
2 
3 
4 
= Total 
200 
300 
216 
716 
Rooms required = 716 = 1.3 
20 X 30 X ·95 
Household arts - 20 pupils per class 
Required 
in· grade 
7 
8 
Elective 
in grade 
9 
Periods 
Enrollment X per week 
130 
120 
X 
X 
X 
2 
3 
4 
Roams required = 872 
20 X 30 X .95 
Art - 20 pupils per class 
Required 
in- grade 
7 
8 
Elective 
in grade 
9 
Periods 
Enrollment X per week 
230 
220 
60 
X 
X 
X 
1 
1 
3 
• 
= 
• 
Total 
1.5 
260 
36o 
252 
872 
Total 
230 
22Q 
180 
630 
Roams required : 630 : 1.1 
20 X 30 X .95 
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Physical education - average 50 pupils per class 
Required Periods 
in· grades Enrollment X per week II Total 
7 (boys) 100 X 2 200 
7 (girls) 130 X 2 260 
8 (boys) 100 X 2 200 
8 (girls) 120 X 2 240 
9 (boys) 90 X 2 180 
9 (girls) 90 X 2 180 
1260 
Rooms required = 1260 = 0.9 
50 X 30 X 
·95 
Music - average 50 pupils per class 
Required Enrollment Periods II 
in· grades X per week Total 
7 230 X 1 230 
8 220 X 1 220 
Elective 
in grade 
9 90 X l 90 
Band 25 X 2 50 J 
Orchestra l5 X 2 30 
620 
Rooms required = 620 . - 0.4 plus ~ 
50 X 30 X 
·95 
Summary of junior-high roams.-- Regular classrooms can be used for 
all subjects listed below; therefore, fractional parts of room~may be 
added for a total number required. 
Regular Classes: 
English 
Social studies 
Languages 
Mathematics 
Guidanee 
Regular Rooms 
4.4 
5·7 
1..3 
4.8 
6.9 
r 
·J.+j:-
- ... . 
.T,.o.tals 
81 
82 
Special Classep: 
Science 
Industrial Arts 
Household Arts 
Art 
Physical Education 
Music 
Regular Rooms 
2.0 
1.3 
1.5 
1.1 
0.9 
0.5 
Totals 
Consider · 
totals with 
senior high 
The equipment and nature of the subjects, listed above, taught in 
these rooms does not allow for a combined use. Therefore, the fractional 
parts of r .oons must remain. 
Determining the number of rooms for senior-high school by use of the y 
modified Anderson formula.-- The formula as developed by H. W. Anderson 
applied mainly to junior-high schools. The value of S would be different 
for senior-high school, due to the fact that scheduling of classes is more 
?./ 
complicated. T. C. Holy, an outstanding authority from the University 
of Ohio, in his article written in the "School Executive" for November, 
1948 explains that in his study of senior-high school regular classrooms 
can be used economically only about 85 per cent of· the time. He further 
states that special classrooms can be used only about 70 per cent of the . 
time, due to complications of scheduling. Applying the Holy estimates 
would mean that the values of S in the Anderson formula would be 0.15 for 
regular classes and 0 .30 for special classes. 
The writer desires to determine the required number of roams for 
:!/H.W. Anderson, A Method for Determining the Housing Requirements · of a 
Junior-High School Program, University of Iowa Studies in Education, Vol. 
III, No. 3, The University, Iowa City, Iowa, 1926. 
2/T. c. Holy, "What Is Good Utilization of a School?", The School Executive 
\November, 1948), 68:6o-62. 
classes in senior-high school by using the Holy modification of the 
Aneerson formula. 
In similar subjects where the class size is to be the same, the 
formula will be applied as in junior high by taking the sum of the total 
number of pupils enrolled and multiplied by the periods scheduled per 
week before dividing by the common divisor as affected by the values of s. 
Regular classrooms (1 - S) = 0.85 average 25 pupils per class 
Instructional peri~s per week 30 
English Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
lO l80 X 5 900 
ll 190 X 5 950 
J.2 l50 X 5 750 
Dramatics) 10 
) ll 45 X 5 225 
2825 
Rooms required a 2825 
- 4.43 
25 X 30 X .85 
Social studies Periods 
Grade Enrol.J.ment X per week = Total 
World History 10 180 X 5 900 
U.S.History ll 190 X 5 950 
Prob • of Dem. J.2 130 X 5 650 
Phys. Geog. J.2 30 X 5 150 
2650 
Rooms required = 2650 4.20 
25 X 30 X .85 
Periods 
Languages Grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
Latin 10 40 X 5 200 
French 10 90 X 5 450 
Latin ll 10 X 5 50 
French ll 50 X 5 250 
Spanish ll 40 X 5 200 
French 12 20 X 5 100 
Spanish 12 25 X 5 125 
1375 
Roams required 
= 1J75 - 2.15 25 X 30 X .85 
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Mathematics Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week • Total· 
Algebra II 10 loB X 5 540 
Plane Geometry ll 95 X 5 475 
Solid Geometry 12 25 X 5 125 
Review Math. 12 30 X 5 150 
Practical Math. 12 40 X 5 200 
1490 
Rooms required = 1490 • 2.35 
25 X 30 X • 85 
Special classrooms (1 - S) = 0.10 average 25 pupils per class 
Science Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
Health 10-12 260 X 1 260 (1/2 yr.) 
Biology 10 1~5 X 5 675 
935 
Rooms required = 235 = J..8 (2) 
25 X 30 X .85 
College Chem. 11 76 X 6 456 
Practical Chem. ll 40 X 6 240 
696 
Rooms required = 696 = 1.3 (1) 25 X 30 X ·10 
College Physics 12 25 X 6 150 
Practical Physics 12 25 X 5 125 
215 
Roams required • 215 = 0.52 (1) 
25 X 30 X .10 
; (The science department will need four rooms, two of which .will 
be f or biology and health, one for chemistry and a physics roam 
equipped for partial use by general chemistry.) 
Mechanical Drawing - average 20 pupils 
10-12 78 X 5 390 
Rooms required • 390 = 0.93 (1) 
20 x 30 ·x .70 
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Commercial. ,Arts (1 - S) = 0.70 average 25 pupils per class, type. 30, 
office methods 20 and transcription 20 
Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week - Total 
-
Typewriting 10 160 X 5 800 
Typewriting 11 76 X 5 380 
1180 
Rooms required = 1180 = 1.8 (2) 
30 X 30 X .70 
Stenography 11 6o X 5 300 
Stenography 12 30 X 5 150 
450 
Roams required • 450 • 0.9 (1) 
25 X 30 X .70 
Commercial Arith. 10 72 X 5 360 
Bookkeeping 11 76 X 5 380 
Bookkeeping 12 30 X 5 150 
890 
Rooms required = 890 = 1.7 (2) 
25 X 30 X .70 
Office Methods 12 40 X 5 200 
Transcription 12 30 X 5 150 
350 
Rooms required = 350 = 0.8 (1) 
20 X 30 X .70 
Industrial Arts - 20 pupils per class 
Periods 
Grade Enrolllnent X per week 1: Total 
10 45 X 5 225 
11 45 X 5 225 
12 25 X 5 125 
575 
Rooms required • 512 • 1.4 
20 X 30 X .70 
(combined with junior-high room see page 100 f or description) 
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RQusehold Arts - 20 pupils per class 
Periods 
Grade EnrollJnent X per week ... Total 
10 60 X 4 240 
11 6o X 4 240 
12 30 X 5 
' 
150 
630 
Roams required • 630 • 1.5 
20 X 30 X .70 
(combined with junior-high roam see page1ol for description) 
Creative Art - 20 pupils per class 
Periods 
Grade · Enrollment X per week = Total 
10 6o X 3 180 
11 6o X 3 180 
12 40 X 3 120 
480 
Rooms required • 480 = 1.2 
20 X 30 X .70 
(combined with junior-high room see pagelOl for description) 
Physical Education - 50 pupils per class 
Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
Girls 10 100 X 2 200 
Boys 10 80 X 2 160 
Girls 11 100 X 2 200 
Boys 11 90 X 2 180 
Girls 12 80 X 2 l6o 
Boys l2 70 X 2 140 
1040 
Rooms required = 1040 = 1.0 
5P X 30 X .70 
Music - varying number in groups - 50 average 
Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week = Total 
10 40 X 3 120 
11 30 X 3 90 
12 20 I X 3 60 
(continued on next page) 
Music (continued ) Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week 
Band 40 X 2 
Orchestra 20 X 1 
Glee Clubs 100 X 1 
Rooms required = 470 . - 0.5 
50 X 30 X .70 
Guidance - 25 pupils per class (1 - S) = 0.85 
Periods 
Grade Enrollment X per week 
= Total 
80 
20 
100 
470 
Total 
10 
11 
12 
180 
190 
150 
X 
X 
X 
X 
l 180 
l 190 
l 150 
Driver Training 11 and 12 90 1 (20 days) 10 
---530 
Rooms required = 530 = ·a .8 
25 X 30 X .85 
Summary of senior-high rooms.-- Regular classrooms can be used for 
all subjects listed below; therefore, fractional parts of roam may be 
added for a total number required. 
Regular Classes: 
English 
Social Studies 
Languages 
Mathematics 
Guidance 
Special Classes: 
Science 
Regular Room.s 
4.5 
4.2 
2.2 
2.4 
0.8 
Totals 
14.1 
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Commercial 
Industrial Arts 
Household Arts 
Creative Arts 
Physical Education 
Music 
4.0 
6.0 
1.4 
1.8 
1.2 
1.0 
0.5 Consider 
totals with 
~unior high 
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The · e~uipment and nature of the subject taught, as listed under 
special classes on the preceding page, do not allow for a combined use 
of roams. The fractional parts of rooms must, therefore, remain. 
A summary of the classrooms required for the combined junior-senior 
high school is as follows: 
Begu1ar classrooms 
Subjects Grades 7 - 9 Grades 10 - 12 Total Roams 
English 4.4 4.5 8.9 
Languages 1.3 2.2 3·5 
Social Studies 5·7 4.2 9·9 
Mathematics 4.8 2.4 7·2 
Guidance 0.2 o.8 1.7 
Totals 17.1 14.1 31.2 32 
Special classrooms 
Science 
General 2.0 2.0 
Biology - Health 2.0 2.0 
Chemistry 1.0 1.0 
Physics 1.00 1.0 
Commercial 
Typewriting 2.0 2.0 
Stenography 1.0 1.0 
Cam '1. Ari th. -Bookkeeping 2 .(Q) 2.0 
Office Methods-Transcription 1.0 1.0 
Industrial Arts 1.3 1.4 
Woods hop 1 1.0 
Gen '1 Shop and Drafting 1.0 1.0 
¥echanical Shop 1.0 1.0 
Household Arts 1.5 1.5 
Foods Laboratory 1 1.0 
Clothing Laboratory 1 1.0 
Apartment Area 1.0 1.0 
Creative Art 1.1 1.2 2.3 (3) 
Physical Education 0.8 0.5 1.3 (2) 
Musical Arts 0.8 0.5 1.3 (1) 
Junior-high school roams.--The total number of regular classrooms 
required for the junior-high school (grades 7, 8 and 9) would be 17 .1. This 
would re~uire 18 roams. 
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These roams would provide for classes in English, languages, social studies, 
mathematics and guidance. 
The summary of roams listed on the preceding page allows for 4.4 
rooms for English and 1.3 rooms for languages. The allowing of 5 rooms 
for English will provide for the 3/10 room needed for languages. One 
of these rooms should be larger in capacity to allow for a roam where 
two groups might meet for motion pictures, drmatics, special meetings. 
This has been a desire on the part of the teachers of English and 
social studies whenever rooms for a new building have been considered. 
Such a room should have a small platform at one end. 
Two of the special classrooms for the junior-high school would be for 
general science rooms. These rooms would be similar in size to the 
regular classrooms but be provided with such facilities as would be 
needed for science instruction. 
The 18 regular roams, one of which would be a double room, and the 
two science rooms required for junior-high school would be used for 
home room stations and would be sufficient for the estimated enrollment 
of 630. 
All roams should be equipped with chalkboard, tackboards, bookshelves, 
display shelves and accessories as recommended by teachers. 
Senior-high school rooms.-- The total of fourteen regular classrooms 
is required for senior-high school (grades 10, 11 and 12). These rooms 
will provide for classes in English, language, social studies, mathematics 
and guidance. 
One of these English rooms should be larger as suggested in the 
junior-high rooms. The equipment in these rooms should be similar in 
nature to those of a junior roam but for the larger sized pupils. 
One .standard classroom should be provided in senior-high school for 
group general guidance in vocations, remedial work, supervised study 
and which can also be used in connection with auto-driver training. 
Recommendations by teachers should be followed as regards special 
features of each roam. 
The total number of special classrooms will be ten, consisting of 
four roams for science: classes and six rooms for commercial classes. 
The rooms required for these special classrooms in the science 
group will be composed of two rooms for biology and health, one room 
for chemistry, one roam for yhysics. The physics roam is to be used 
partly for general chemistry. The four science roams will be equipped 
for recitation and laboratory work. A detailed description of these 
rooms will be given later. 
The six roams required for the commercial department will consist 
of two rooms devoted to typewriting, one to be ·used for stenography, 
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two for bookkeeping and commercial arithmetic and one for office practice 
and senior transcription. The two rooms are necessary for typewriting 
inasmuch as the estimated enrollment in beginning and second-year 
typewriting totals 236 pupils • One bookkeeping roam should be arranged 
and equipped so that scb,ool banking, lt±cket sales and other financial 
transactions might be carried on as part of the instructional program. 
It is recommended that details for these roams be prepared in cooperation 
with the commercial department. 
These twenth-four rooms which will be used mainly for senior-high 
classrooms must provide home roam stations for the estimated enrollment 
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of 520 pupils. Two of the science rooms, the two typewriting rooms 
and the office practice room are not the best suited for home roams. The 
remaining 19 rooms with an average capacity of 30 pupils would, however, 
provide sufficient facilities for the senior-high enrollment. 
Special classrooms used by junior and senior high.-- These special 
classrooms will be composed in the following manner: 
Industrial Arts - 1.3 junior-high roams and 1.4 senior-high are 
needed. This will require one general woodworking shop, one· general 
shop for metal, electrical, graphic and building construction and one 
mechanics and automotive shop. In addition to these three rooms there 
should be a separate room for mechanical drawing for senior-high pupils, 
and used also by the industrial arts department. 
Household Arts - 1.5 junior-high rooms and 1.5 senior-high are 
needed. This will require one foods' laboratory, 1 clothing laboratory, 
and one home arts apartment. This home arts apartment will be one large 
room with moveable partitions to separate the kitchen, dining roam and 
bedroom equipment. The bedroom will be used in connection with the 
home nursing course. 
Creative Arts - 1.1 junior-high rooms and 1.2 senior-high are 
needed. This will require one large sized art room which will be divided 
into two average-sized roams by means of a fOlding partition; also, one 
average-sized room which would be used for crafts such as leather, metal, 
ceramics, plastics and textiles. 
Physical Education - 0.9 junior-high room and l.O senior-high are 
needed. This will require two roams for scheduled classes and will be 
provided for by a large gymnasium which may be separated by folding or 
sliding partitions. In addition there should be a room slightly 
larger than a classroom to be used for corrective work and special 
classes. 
The necessary locker roams, shower roams, offices and storage roam 
for supplies belonging to this department will be described later. 
Music roams - .8 junior-high room and .5 senior-high is needed. 
This will require one music roam plus use of the auditorium. The music 
room should be large enough to be used by either the band or a choral 
group equal to the size of two academic classes and supplementing this 
should be two small practice roams, a storage roam for instruments, a 
music library and office for the director. Details for these: ·r ooms 
should be suggested by the musical director. 
Study rooms - Study rooms are not included in specifications as 
study pupils can be assigned to classrooms not in use, the library and 
cafeteria. 
The Size and Capacity of Classrooms 
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The capacity of a classroom refers to the~maximum number of pupils 
that can be conveniently accommodated in that room. The size of the roam 
refers to its dimensions or to the number of square feet of area. The 
total area in square feet should be at least numerically equal to the 
pupil capacity multiplied by the desired average area per pupil. 
The pupil capacity of a classroom provides that maximum size of 
class necessary to accommodate the desired average-size class. It is 
often necessary to exceed this desir.ed class average, due to the complications 
of scheduling various classes. 
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H. W. Amderson in his study of junior-high schools found that as 
a 20 per cent increase over desired sizes of classes was necessary for 
the capacity of some rooms. In schools of enrollments over 1000 this 
percentage decreased both for regular and special classrooms. The formula 
he devel~ed as applied to junior-high schools. of 500 pupils, an enrollment 
similar to our estimate for junior high, is: 
average capacity of regular 
and special classrooms 
• desired average size of class 
l-0.20 
On the basis of his study the desired class sizes have the corresponding 
capacities as listed below: 
Desired Class Size 
20 
25 
30 
40 
Capacity 
25 
31 
37 
50 
There are no sets of values for determining capacities as needed in 
?} 
senior-high school. T. C. Holy in his study reports a survey made by 
the Bureau of Educational Research of Ohio State University in 1946 in 
Ohio schools. A comparison was made between the pupil stations available 
in the several high schools and the actual use of such stations. In 
regular classrooms the percentage of use varied from 54 per cent to 94 per 
cent, and in special roams from 31 per cent to 87 per cent. The averages 
of these schools was 70 per cent in academic roams and 55 per cent in 
special rooms. Using such values in Anderson's second formula would give 
roam capacities which seem a little high for average-size classes of 25 
or 30 pupils. For example, if a special class such as typewriting, having 
fJH. W. Anderson, op. cit., p. 82. 
g/T. C. Holy, op. cit., P• 82. 
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an average of' 30 pupils to a class, should have ac·r.oom which provides for 
a capacity of 30 or 55 pupils. If ty:pewri ters were to be furnished 
1 - 45 
for this number, when only about 30 pupils were to use them, the expense 
would be prohibitive. 
The writer recommends on the basis of' his own experience that for a 
senior-high school of about 500 pupils the same table of room capacities y 
as developed by H. \{. Anderson for junior-high school, as previously 
listed, be used. 
The area per pupil needed in classrooms varies with the type of work 
carried on in the room and the space necessary for equipment and materials. 
The areas recommended by the American Association of School Administrators 
11 
and by Engelhardt, Engelhardt and Leggett seem most acceptable to the 
writer for planning purposes. 
Areas per pupil 
Regular Classrooms 25 - 30 square feet 
Science Laboratories 30 
- 35 - 11 II 
Commercial rooms 25 - 30 11 11 
Music and Art 25 - 30 II 11 
Household Arts 40 II 11 
Shops 75 II II 
Width of Rooms.-- In many secondary -schools which are being built 
today the width of the classrooms is about 23 feet. In order to provide 
1JH. W. Anderson, op. cit., p. 82. 
g/American Association of School Administrators, American School Buildings, 
Twenty-seventh Yearbook, National Education Association, Washington, D. c., 
1949. 
'jjN. L. Engelhardt, N. L. Engelhardt, Jr., and Stanton Leggett, Planning 
Secondary-School Buildings, Reinhold Publishing Corp., Riverdale, N. Y., 
1949. 
y 
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adequate space for the best utilization of the roam for conducting 
classes in a modern manner extra width is needed. It was formerly thought 
that a roam should be no wider than twice its height. This is to allow 
sufficient light for the side of the room opposite the windows. Today. 
artificial lighting is required much of the time for that portion of the 
room. The writer suggests that the room width be 25 feet for all regular 
classrooms with sufficient light provided for the area away from the 
windows. 
Length of rooms.-- The total area of a room in square feet should be 
approximately equal to the maximum pupil capacity times the area per 
pupil required for that type of room. The length of a roam can be 
determined by dividing the area of the room by the standard width. In 
terms of pupil capacity and area per pupil the 'formula would be 
Length = Maximum capacity X Area per pupil 
Standard width 
Using the values listed on page 93 for capacities and the area per 
pupil from those listed on page 94, the length of the several types of 
rooms can be determined. 
Example: Length of Average Classroom • 31 x 30 
25 
• 37 feet 
The dimension of an average-sized room to be used for classes of 
25 pupils and having a maximum c.apaci ty of 31 pupils would be 25 feet by 
37 feet. 
A summary of the number of roams required for various subjects, the 
pupil capacity and the required dimensions is given on the following page • 
-• 
• 
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Pupil 
Junior-High Rooms Use Capacity Dimensions 
17 Regular rooms 31 
1 Double room - language 62 
2 Science 31 
20" 
Senior Hie;h Rooms 
14 Regular rooms 31 
1 Dramatic Arts 62 
2 Biology - Health 31 
1 Chemistry 37 
1 Physics 31 
2 Typewriting 37 
1 Stenography 31 
2 Bookkeeping - mathematics 31 
1 
25 
Office Practice - transcription 31 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Special Rooms Used b;¥: Junior and Senior His;h 
Mechanical Drawing Woodworking ~~ 
General Shop and Drafting 25 
Mechanical Shop 25 
Foods laboratory 25 
Clothing laboratory 25 
Apartment area 20 
Art room - large 25 
Craft room 20 
Gymnasium 100 
Special gymnasium 25 
Music 62 
Music practice rooms 15 
Combination music library-office 
The Descriptions of Classrooms and the Facilities 
Which Are to be Built Into Them 
25 1 X 37 1 
25 1 X 62 1 
25 1 X 43 1 
25 1 X 37 1 
25 1 X 72 1 
25' X 43 1 
25' X 52' 
25' X 43' 
25' X 44' 
25' X 37 1 
25' X 37' 
25' X 43' 
2r X :rr 'x 1 
25 1 X 75 1 
25' X 75 1 
25 1 X 40 1 
25' x 4o• 
25' X 45' 
25' X 50' 
25' X 30' 
75' X 110' 
25' X 50' 
25' X 62' 
12' X 15' 
10' X 20' 
The description of the various rooms and the necessary facilities 
as suggested by the writer should be considered only as tentative suggestions. 
Final details should in all cases be the result of suggestions by and 
conferences with members of the school staff and the architect. 
The department heads and the teachers who compose these departments 
have many useful and practical ideas which can help to make the classrooms 
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more functional. 
The following descriptions of rooms and facilities are the result 
of suggestions taken from the Twenty-seventh Yearbook of the American y 
Association of School Administrators and from Planning Secondary-School 
gj 
Buildings, together with ideas derived from visiting recently 
constructed high schools. 
Regtilar classrooms.-- Although it might be assumed that these 
-regular classrooms would be the same in some respects, they should 
definitely have those individual features which make them most usefUl for 
specific tasks. Each room should have chalkboards and tackboards. The 
rooms to be used for English and social studies need chalkboards at the 
front end; the back wall and the side wall could be tackboard. In rooms 
to be used for mathematics and languages the front wall and the side wall 
snould be dev.O~ed ·to chalkboards with tackboard at the back. 
Each classroom will need closet space for storage of books, work 
material and equipment. Small cupboards with glass doors or shelf space 
can be most useful for displaying projects. A three or four-drawer set 
of letter files is needed in each room. The location of these should in 
most cases be on the side wall near the front· ·of the room. 
Each room needs electric wall plugs at the_ 'front and rear of the room 
in order to use audio-visual equipment. A means of darkening each roam 
is necessary unless special daylight screens are provided. 
The acoustical quality of the room can be improved by the use of 
sound absorti ve material on the ceiling and part of the walls • Each room 
yep. cit., p. 94. 
g/Op. cit., p. 94. 
should be properly lighted and in such manner as to reduce glare and 
harmful reflections. Window shades or blinds will be needed to regulate 
direct sunlight in rooms. 
Each room will be wired for two-way communication outlets to be 
connected to a central sound system. Provision should also be made for 
future use of television in certain roams. 
Other useful facilities as suggested by teachers should be provided 
in the special roams for social studies, language arts, foreign languages 
and mathematics. 
Science rooms.-- The general science. ro.oms for the junior high should 
have a demonstration bench equipped with water, gas and electrical outlets. 
Pupi~s~ combination desk and table should be level to allow for same types 
of desk experiments • Tables for displaying growing beds, aquaria and 
animal cages should be mounted on wheels to facilitate moving and storage. 
Sufficient shelf room and cabinets. for display and storage of equipment 
is needed. The roam should be equipped for visual aids. Chalkboards at 
the front and tackboard at the side is necessary. 
The two biology rooms will be the recitation-laboratory type. There 
should be moveable flat-top tables which may be usea for some types of 
laboratory work as well a·s recitation stations. Shelves near the windows 
and at a proper height should be provided for the use of mi~roscopes. 
Provisions should be made for growing beds, located so as to receive 
sui table sunlight. One of the rooms should be devoted to plant biology, 
the other to human biology and should be adaptable for teaching health. 
Each roam should have a demonstration bench at the front equipped with 
water, gas and electric facilities. Suff icient space in each roam is 
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necessary for storage of specimens, exhibits, eq_uipment and supplies. A 
storage roam or closet should be between these rooms. 
Chemistry laboratory.-- The room for carrYing on the chemistry 
program should be a ·combination classroom and laboratory. There are 
various arrangements of such rooms, but the writer recommends a Jspace 
at one end for the recitation-discussion area. Laboratory units should 
provide for four pupils and be eq_uipped with a sink, water, gas and 
electric outlets and with sufficient shelf and drawer space. 
A demonstration bench should be provided for the instructor with 
complete facilities. Chalkboard is needed at the front of the recitation 
area. Tackboard should ·be provided as space allows. There should be a 
supply closet of sufficient size, at least 8 feet by I~ . feet, between the 
chemistry and physics laboratories in which to store chemicals and equipment 
for both chemistry and physics. A smal.l sink with water connections sll:>.ul.d 
be in this closet. It might be wise to also have a dark roam· .·for picture 
development connected with the laboratory. Ventilating hoods should be 
provided for use with dangerous and odiferous gases . A small. area of 
shelves should be available for exhibits. 
A physics laboratory to be used for same general. chemistry wiJ!have 
a recitation area at one end. There will be a teacher 1 s demonstration 
bench completely eq_uipped. Tables or benches will be needed along the wal.l 
for experimental. purposes. All benches or tables will have gas and electric 
outlets and a few with a sink and water outlet. Most available wall space 
will have closets with shelves and glass door in which apparatus may be 
stored. The room should have a means of darkening both for experiments 
and use of visual aids. Sufficient chalkboard and tackboard spaces are 
also necessary. Final details should be those suggested by science 
instructors. 
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Business laboratories.-- The size of the business education roams as 
suggested previously may need to be changed to confor.m .tq the ·equipment 
and its arrangement in certain roams. 
The two rooms to be used for typewriting should have benches or 
fixed tables to which the typewriters may be attached. Five rows of 
seven typewriters seems a good arrangement • The room for beginning and 
advanced stenography should be equipped with larger sized desk tables. 
The combination bookkeeping and commercial arithmetic rooms should also 
have ample desk table space • One of these rooms should be arranged so 
that it may be used for school banking and collection of other student 
funds. The office practice room should have sufficient number of electrical 
outlets for the various machines • A large table or counter space is needed • 
A sink with warm and cold water should be part of the equipment. Both 
built-in and moveable files should be provided. In each room chalkboards 
should be provided at the front .. and tackboards at the side. 
Industrial arts.-- In order to provide fundamental training and 
experience for pupils at the junior-high level one room should be devoted 
to a general woodworking program. This room also might allow for same 
craft .work. Work benches, machines, tools and instructional equipment 
should be provided. 
A second room should be provided for a general shop which would allow 
f or ins truction in metalwork, electrical, radio, drafting and building 
construction. A portion of this area should be partitioned off and 
equipped for teaching mechanical drawing and blueprinting. The third 
-' 
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room would provide for a mechanical shop and an automotive repair shop 
and should be equipped with necessary facilities. 
Details of the arrangement of space and facilities should follow 
suggestions made by instructors. 
Household arts.-- The units which make up this department should be 
arranged and equipped according to suggestion of the staff. Clothing unit 
should have proper worktables, sufficient working space and electrical 
outlets should be provided for sewing machines. Adequate storage· space 
for supplies, unfinished garments, aprons and equipment should be furnished. 
Chalkboard and tackboards should be provided and properly placed. Cooking 
units which are often arranged so as to provide for four students should 
care for 20 pupils. These units should be properly equipped with hot and 
cold water, sinks and electric stoves. 
Washing units should be included with this unit area for teaching 
about care and cleaning of clothes. Proper ventilation of food area as 
well as good lighting facilities should be provided. 
The apartment area would be a room slightly larger than a . regular 
classroom. Temporary or moveable partitions would divide this area into 
a small kitchen unit, a combination dining-living roam unit and a 
bedroom unit. The temporary partitions would be such that they• could be 
used to instruct pupils in redecoration skills. The dining-room unit would 
provide for instruction in table decoration and in table service. The 
bedroom unit would be adaptable for use in teaching a course in home nursing. 
An office-conference_ ·room for the instructor and a storage roam 
would be useful. 
Art.-- The rooms provided for teaching the phases of art should have 
1 
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sufficient space, as already suggested! They should be well lighted with 
good light control. The larger roam should be arranged to allow for the 
general art instruction. A moveable partition will allow for changing 
this large roam into two regular sized .roams for .separate class use. 
In addition to stands, tables, benches, easels, sinks and other 
facilities necessary for good working laboratories there shoulabe an 
adequate storage space, including picture files. Adequate area of 
chalkboard, tackboards and large display boards should be placed in each 
room. 
The smaller room should be ·arranged and equipped to carry on the 
craft program which might include leather, metal, ceramics, plastics and 
textiles. Sinks with hot· and cold water, potter~' wheels and small 
kilns will be needed. In this roam also there should be adequate storage 
space provided. The proper arrangement of these sections should be 
worked out between the architect and the art instructor. 
Physical education.-- The gymnasium with its auxiliary rooms should 
contain all the facilities for carrying on a well-balanced program of 
physical education for both boys and girls. The large classes will take 
place in the divided gymnasium with smaller classes and remedial work 
carried on in the special roam. Each room should be provided with 
equipment necessary for the instruction of an average class of 50 pupils. 
The gymnasium should have good lighting and proper heating and ventilation. 
There should be provision for folding bleachers on either side of the gym 
to accommodate 500 people f or basketball games. 
Storage room for apparatus should be directly from the main gym. 
Sufficient lockers, r acks and closets in the room will allow for storage 
1 
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of all equipment. 
Dressing rooms, lockers and shower rooms should be located directly 
off the gym. The boys' shower may be of the gang type; the girls' shower 
should be provided with semi-private type showers and individual dressing 
booths. The number of these required will be such as to· accommodate 
average classes of 50 pupils. 
Full length lockers should be provided for street clothes for 60 
pupils. Baskets or small lockers for gym clothes should be provided for 
each pupil or approximately 600 each for boys and girls. Toilet facilities 
should be a part of the dressing room areas. Special arrangements for 
towel dispensing should also be made. Dressing rooms with showers should 
be provided for varsity teams of home and visiting schools. There -should 
be offices for the directors of physical education located near pupils' 
locker rooms. Included w~ th each unit should be dressing roam facilities 
and showers for use by referees and coaches • The gym unit should he 
planned as an independent unit separate from classroom areas so that it 
may be used by community groups without disturbing the remainder of the 
building. Provision for public toilets, a lobby and smoking room should 
also be provided. If extra rooms are to be provided :t:or use by community 
groups, such as boy and girl scouts and similar clubs, they should be 
included with the gymnasium unit. 
More specific details should be worked out between the architect and 
the physical education staff. It is suggested that the staff and architect 
refer to "A Guide for Planning Facilities for Athletics, Recreation, Physical y 
and Health Education" as recommended in "American School Buildings." 
!/American Association of School Administrators, op. cit., p. 94, (p. 105). 
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Music.-- The music roam for band and choruses which were recommended 
should be about 25 feet by 62 feet, but a change in dimensions may be 
advisable to accamnodate the needs. It would be most convenient to have 
this room adjacent to the auditorium and on the first floor level. A 
special roam should be built to store instruments, uniforms and equipment. 
A music library and small office is also necessary. It would also be 
useful to have two small rooms which could be used for practice. These 
rooms might be 12 by 15 feet. The roams need to be acoustically treated 
and well lighted. Space should be provided for a piano in each room. 
Guidance.-- The two guidance rooms requested would be classrooms of 
regular size but would have facilities which would be most helpful in 
carrying on phases of the guidance program. Tackboards would be at the 
side, back and part of' the front walls. Racks for the displaying of' books 
and pamphlets relative to pupils ' problems of attitudes, behavior, 
standards of _living, vocations. There should be book shelves for reference 
materials as the room at times will be used to teach pupils how to study 
and use reference materials. The room should have electrical outlets for 
use of visual and auditory machines, reading accelerators and tachistascopes 
so that a remedial program may also be conducted. 
Description, Size, Facilities and Arrangement 
of' Other Rooms Needed 
Administrative rooms.-- The group of' administrative rooms has the 
function of serving the pupil, parent, teacher and public; therefore, 
it should be so arranged as to provide t he greatest service to all. The 
center of this administrative group is the general office where most of' 
the routine business of' the school is conducted. This should be an area 
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large enough and so arranged as to allow for the greatest efficiency. 
The size would be approximately equal to an .average classroom in area. The 
section first entered would be approximately 20 by 10 feet and provide a 
waiting space for pupils or public. It would be equipped with a few chairs 
and a table. A counter space would divide this area from the work space. 
Additional files, worktable, typing desks, duplicating machines and other 
equipment would occupy a space of about 400 square feet. Either as a 
part of this area, or preferably in an adjacent small room of 100 square 
feet, would be a communications center, containing public address system 
control, telephone exchange, program clock and other electric controls. 
A storage closet, clothes closet and fire-proof safe or small vault 
should be a part of this general office. 
Leading from the main office would be the office of the Principal 
and office of the Assistant Principal. Both of these offices should 
have separate entrances from the main hallway. The size of these offices 
should be approximately 15 by 10 feet. 
Toilets-lavoratory facilities for both men and women should be 
provided for the administrative section. 
Guidance offices and rooms.-- The guidance suite should consist of 
an office where individual personal files are kept, a Yaiting room in 
which general guidance information is displayed and filed and possibly 
two small conference roams. The waiting roam and office should be 10 by 
15 feet each, the conference rooms 5 by 7 feet • The general guidance 
roams mentioned under classrooms should be adjacent to the guidance office. 
Health unit.-- The health unit located near the administrative unit 
should consist of a nurse's office, examination room for use of physician, 
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two or more rest roams with cots, dressing rooms and a waiting room. 
Additional provisions including toilets, scrub-up sink, closets and 
storage space should be provided • An additional room for use by a 
dentist also may be necessary. The examination and consultation room 
should open into the waiting room. The nurse 's room should have a. door 
to the waiting room and also to the hallway. The examination room should 
be the largest of the roams, possibly 25 by 10 feet. 
Cafeteria.-- The cafeteria should be so equipped and arranged that 
it may serve several purposes. It should not only provide a place where 
pupils can eat their lunches but can serve as a banquet hall for school 
and public occasions. During school hours it should be available as a 
study room or a meeting place for class groups. It should be used also 
for dances and class parties and be available for similar uses by the 
public. It should have proper lighting facilities so that it can serve 
as a study area. It should be large enqugh to accommodate at one time 
300 people, which is approximately one half of either the junior or senior 
enrollment. It should be approximately 80 by 50 feet with a 15 foot 
height. A small platform, 20 by 12 feet, should be provided at one- end 
for banquet and entertainment use. The cafeteria should contain folding 
tables with chairs which do not fold but can be stacked easily. Storage 
space for tables and some of the chairs should also be provided. 
The floor of the lunch room should be such that the area could be 
used for dancing. It should be well lighted and attractively decorated. 
It should be on the ground f loor and conveniently located f rom classroom 
or auditorium and accessible from the outside. The kitchen should be 
directly accessible for delivery service. Adequate storage room should be 
provided as recommended by experts. 
The kitchen adjacent should be approximately 30 by 15 feet and 
a~ranged to provide the greatest efficiency. The service counter area 
should be about 240 s~uare feet with at least a 20-foot length. This 
counter should be at one side or at the back of the lunchroom, or else 
as a part of the kitchen with doors leading to and from this serving area. 
By this arrangement the dining room can be shut off from the kitchen 
noises and used for these other purposes already mentioned. 
Auditorium.-- The size of the auditorium should depend on the amount 
it is to be used by the public as well as by the school. With an 
enrollment of 1200 pupils it might only be necessary to accommodate 600 
to 750 pupils, which would re~uire two assembly periods. However, with a 
graduating class of 150 pupils and the desire of some tep parents and 
friends per pupil wishing to attend graduation a capacity of 1200 might 
be needed. If town government is to continue rather than representative 
form even the 1500 capacity would not accommodate the 6,000 voters. This 
problem should be given careful study before final plans are made, but for 
school purposes the wrLter recommends 750. 
If 1200 people is to be the capacity, the writer suggests that the 
seating arrangement allow for 900 on the main floor and 300 in the balcony. 
If the capacity is not to exceed 750, then all seating should be on one 
floor. 
Space should be provided in front of the stage for an orchestra of 
30 to 60 people. 
The writer recommends a stage be approximately 30 feet wide by 25 
feet deep with wings 25 feet by l5 feet as suggested in "American School 
!I 
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Buildings," and fully equipped for dramatic performances. A double door 
should be placed at the rear of the stage to allow for the bringing in of 
large f'urni ture and scenery. Two properly equipped dressing rooms with 
toilet facilities and a storage closet should be provided off the wings. 
The stage should be accessible from the corridors and music rooms. 
The acoustics and lighting arrangements in the auditorium and stage 
should be carefully planned • Seats in the auditorium should be fixed and 
the floor should slope toward the stage. 
The lobby should have provisions for selling tickets, checking 
clothing and if a balcony is planned entrance for the public would be 
directly from the lobby rather than from the auditorium. In addition, 
for school purposes an entrance should be provided directly from the 
school area to the balcony. Toilet facilities and smoking rooms for 
the public should be provided. Access to these rooms would be from the 
lobby. 
Library.-- The library should be arranged so that it serves several 
purposes • It would function as the source of reference material for 
all departments of the school. It would be used to train students in 
the use of reference material and other library facilities. It could 
also be the distributing center for the town library of some of their 
f!Lx:t1bnal material sui table for junior-senior groups. The reading room 
could also be used for study purposes. 
The library might be best located near the center of the building 
in order to correlate more closely with the work of all departments. It 
should be well lighted and properly furnished. The writer suggests that 
~American Association of School Administrators, American School Buildings, 
Twenty-seventh Yearbook, National Education Association, Washington, D. c., 
1949, pp. ll4-117. 
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in order to care for about 100 pupils a room 75 feet by 25 feet be 
provided. The space at one end would be used for the book stacks. These 
cases composed of three-foot sections, not over 7 feet high and allowing 
for 1000 to 1200 feet of shelving, would occupy about 12 feet of this 
room. Book shelves along the remaining wall and under window areas 
would be only to a height of 3 feet. 
The reading section would have 15 tables, size 3 feet by 6 feet, to 
allow for working space for about 6 pupils per .table or a total of 90 
pupils. At the other end would be the circulation desk, card . .'files, 
bulletin board and magazine racks. The librarian's office, a workroom 
and the office of audio-visual aids would be adjacent to the library 
with entrances from the library. The workroom would be 10 feet by 
25 feet and the two offices would be about 10 feet by 12 feet. The 
library would have sound-proof ceilin,g and walls. Entrance to the library 
would be from a corridor which might be along one side. 
Faculty rooms.--~ rooms needed for faculty purposes should consist 
of a workroom, a social room, a rest room for both men and women with 
toilet and lavatory facilities for each. The writer suggests these rooms 
might be grouped in one area. The social room would be attractively 
decorated and about 20 feet by 30 feet with a small kitchenette adjacent. 
This room would be provided with chai~and tables for use as a social 
area. The room would be used for social meetings, teacher~ meetings and 
meetings with small groups of parents. 
Adjacent to this social roam would be a workroom equipped with 
worktables, typewriter and duplicating machine. On either side of these 
rooms would be the r est rooms for the men and the women. 
... 
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A large dining room adjacent to the cafeteria would be useful for 
teachers at lunch time and could be used by parent groups as well. 
Student activity room.-- The writer feels a room should be provided 
which would be designated for the definite use of such organizations as 
Student Council, National Honor Society, Forensic League, Traffic Squad, 
Junior Red Cross, School Paper and executive meetings. This room should 
be the same size as a small classroom with storage closets, a small 
chalkboard, tackboard and files for different organizations. It would 
have more the characteristics of a student lounge. It should have a 
seating capacity for 25 to 30 pupils. If located adjacent to the 
library it could be used as a reading roam. 
General Services 
Sanitation.-- Public toilet rooms should be provided for the gym, 
auditorium and cafeteria. The toilet roams for pupils should be located 
conveniently on each floor at the ends of corridors. The usual number 
y' 
of accessories for these areas as stated in "American School Buildings" 
are: 
Toilet seats -Girls ..... . . .• 1 for every 45 pupils 
Boys ••••••• ••• 1 for every 90 pupils 
Urinals Boys ...•..•.•. 1 for every 30 pupils 
Wash basins ••••••••••••••••••• l for every 50 pupils 
Requirements to meet the Massachusetts regulations for water, 
drinking fountains, shower rooms, toilets, heating and ventilation 
should be carefully observed. 
Storage and Special services.-- Classrooms should be provided 
with closets for general storage. These should be at least 3 feet deep 
by 5 feet wide in size and provided with shelves for storage of material. 
yep. cit., p. 1o8, (p. 163) 
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Lockers.-- Lockers for pupils' street clothes should. be provided for 
each pupil and be recessed in the walls of the corridors. A convenient 
size is 12 inches by 12 inches with a single shelf and a height of 60 
to 72 inches. Twelve hundred of these lockers would be necessary. 
The number of large lockers to be used for :gymnasium purposes should 
be at least equal to the number of pupils per class. In previous estimates 
the writer has used 50 pupils as the average per class and, therefore, 
recommends 60 lockers each for boys' and girls' locker roams. In addition, 
there should be baskets or small lockers about 13 inches by 9 inches by 
8 inches for all pupils for storing gym clothes. This would require about 
600 in each boys' and girls' locker rooms. 
Lockers should also be provided for use of varsity teams and visiting 
teams in their special rooms • 
Large heavy lockers are recommended for the storage of athletic 
equipment. Rooms for these lockers and other athletic equipment should 
be planned in the arrangement of the rooms in the gymnasium. 
Large storage rooms.-- In addition to those already mentioned there 
should be larger closets as part of each departments' rooms for storage 
of books. This is especially true with English, languages and social 
studies. 
Storage spaces for the auditorium include those for stage properties, 
costumes and band instruments. Storage space in shops is needed for 
supplies and for individual projects as made by the pupils. Storage 
space is often needed for special groups such as Scouts, P.T.A. and clubs. 
A fire-proof vault for keeping money, valuableand records should be 
included as suggested in the administrative unit. 
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The cafete~ia and kitchen both need large storage roams. 
The general supply room where all papers, pencils and other supplies 
are to be stored shoul~ be near a service entrance in order that supplies 
may be easily placed there • This supply room should also be conveniently 
located to the general office. 
CUstodian service rooms.-- The office of the custodian should be a 
room about 12 feet by 12 feet equipped with shower and toilet facilities. 
On each floor one or more closets about 4 feet by 8 feet for brushes, 
pails, mops and other service equipment should be included. Each roam 
should be equipped with a slop sink, shelves for storing cleaning pOWder 
and other supplies. 
Included also should be a storage roam 300 to 400 square feet to 
contain the supply of broom brushes, cleaning fluids , powders, towels, 
soap, disinfectants, equipment for replacement and repairs. A custodian's 
workshop properly equipped to make minor repairs to furniture and building 
is necessary. 
Corridors and stairways.-- Corridors and stairways present problems 
in making the best utilization of building space. In large buildings the 
corridor width recommended is 12 feet, which is also the width required 
under state building laws. The passage ways must be kept clear of any 
obstruction and classroom doors must be recessed so that they can be 
opened outwardly but not obstruct the hallways. Pupil lockers can be 
placed along a corridor without presenting a hazard. Display cabinets are 
often recessed or built into the walls along corridors and thus utilize 
available space. Bulletin boards may be placed along .corridor walls at 
certain locations. Corridors should be well-lighted and should have sound-
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proof materials on the ceilings and upper walls. 
The arrangement of roams in a building should attempt to reduce the 
amount of corridor space to a minimum to help reduce building cost. 
Stairways should be of sufficient width to take care of pupil traffic 
and constructed of durable and fire-proof materials. Stairways should 
lead directly to outside exits. 
Location and Arrangement of Rooms 
Certain general arrangement of roams can make for more efficient use 
of a building for school purposes. The writer suggests that the administra-
tive group of rooms need to be most centrally located. The guidance and 
health units might be included in this group. 
The separation to some degree of junior-high roams from senior-high 
rooms has several administrative advantages. 
Classrooms for use of English and languages might be located in one 
area~ centrally located with reference to these groups of rooms, social 
studies in another area. Mathematics and science rooms might be 
associated in a unit area for close correlation of work. 
The commercial roams could be more efficiently used if they were also 
grouped together. 
Because the work of household arts and creative arts are more closely 
related, they might be best located in the same area. 
Industrial arts rooms, because of the larger area needed, noise and 
the facilities required by mechanical equipment, should be located in a 
separate area from the academic classrooms. If possible, these rooms 
should be at ground level. 
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The auditorium should be a separate unit, accessible from the school 
area but independent for use by .. the public. 
The same requirements of location would apply to the gymnasium and 
physical education facilities. 
The cafeteria should _be located away from the academic areas. It 
could be conveniently located in relation to the auditorium for joint 
use by the public. 
·, 
The guidance roams, faculty rooms and student activity roam might 
well have general central locations and near administrative rooms. This 
would be especially true of the guidance roams. 
The health unit might best be nearest to the gymnasium due to the 
association of the work with that of physical education. 
The arrangement of all areas should tend to make for compactness of 
building, reduce the amount of travel by pupils, yet avoid congestion. 
Consideration should be made for such roams as need more sunlight. An 
example of this would be the biological roams and creative art roams. 
The location of the gymnasium would be affected by the location of the 
athletic field and playgrounds. 
Many of these arrangements can be better and finally determined 
after preliminary plans have been formed and examined. 
CHAP!!ER IV 
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to develop educational spec-
ifications for a Junior-senior high school which would provide the 
physical means tor administering an adequate program or studies. It 
was necessary that such a program provide for the educational needs 
of the youth of the cOJDIIIWli ty. To determine those needs the several 
phases of the study were conducted. 
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The review of the school survey made in 1945 helped to establish · 
the needs which have existed in the past and still exist to varying 
degrees. It showed also that some ot those needs were a result of 
present inadequate building facilities. It also ellphasized the 
educational obJectives as stated and discussed by the writer at the 
beginning of' the study. 
The replies received from the graduates as a result ~t the 
questionnaire sent to them helped to establish, in more def'ini te 
terms, the needs of' some of' the youth of Shrewsbury. Their replies 
helped to mow the strength:· which existed when they were · students. 
SUrveys similar to this, made at varying intervale, would be a help in 
evaluating and improving future programs of' studies. 
The phase of' the study conducted through the cooperation of 
parent-teacher-student organization. and student council contributed 
briefly, but emphatically, by the reeogni tion of' the many inadequacies 
or the present building. The meetings held f'or discussion purposes 
proved stimulating and helped to bring to the public attention the 
serious conditions which exist. The need for immediate action was 
apparent. 
The study of conditions and needs in our present program was 
conducted by the faculty in a most serious and enthusiastic manner. 
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The writer appreciates the cooperative spirit manifested by the teachers 
in this study. Their contributions through the evaluative check list, 
the suggestions for improving the program of studies, the ideas for 
classroom arrangements and facilities have been most helpful. 
As a result of these studies and suggestions, a program of 
studies which seeks to provide for the future educational needs of the 
youth of the community was prepared by the writer with the help of the 
faculty and ·approved by the Superintendent of Schools and the School 
Committee. Although this program is somewhat general in nature, it 
provides for future adaptation to the changing needs. A building that will 
allow for this program of studies will be adaptable to the necessary changes 
which may came in the future • 
The second phase of the study required information relative to school 
population trends both nationally and locally. A study of birth rate, the 
changes in population of the community, the varying enrollments during the 
past two decades and the apparent future tendency in the population of 
the town proved most interesting. The facts developed from this study 
were most useful in estimating future enrollments. By a careful study 
of tendencies in pupil drop-outs during the last decade it was possible 
to approximate the enrollments of classes in 1960. Using averages 
of enrollments in elective subjects during the past five 
years, percentseea were est-imated f'or f'uture enrolllllents in these 
subjects. 
The enrolllllent by classes thus predicted and the subject enroll-
ment estimated f'rom the percentases were applied to the proposed pro-
gram of' studies. The estimated pupil enrol.lDent in each subject was 
thus determined. 
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The number of' rooms required to carry on the proposed program of' 
studies was estimated through the use of' pre-determined fo:naulae and 
the enrollments in class subject applied in these formulae. Bef'ore 
using these formulae, it was necessary to establish the average class 
enrolllllent to be desired, the number of' meetings of' the class per week, 
and the total academic periods in a week. The theorectieal number of 
rooms as -.&thematically determined by ~ae of the formulae were then 
translated into the practical nUJDber of various rooms. 
The sizes of these rooms varied depending on the maximum ptlpil 
capacity required for the desired average class, the purpose f'or which 
the room was to be used, and its adaptability to various uses. 
The description of each of' the several types of rooms contained 
information relative to its special features, its contents to be used 
f'or teaching purposes, and its arrangement relative to other rooms. 
These descriptions were composed from information obtained from 
several sources. Saoe infonne.tion C8JIIe fran bOoks and maaazine articles 
written by authorities on school building. Other information was 
gathered by the writer as a result of visLting school buildings recently 
erected and sugsestions from educators associated vi th these buildings. 
Still f'urther information was gained either from suggestions given by 
the members of the faculty or trcm the writer's experiences 1.D several 
educational building programs. 
The resulti.Dg 8l1JIIIl38.ry of the rooms necessary for the proposed 
program, together with descriptions of these rooms, should prove ot 
same assistance to an architect in developing tentative plans tor a 
bu1.ldillg that will meet the future educational needs ot Shrewsbury 
youth. 
Conclusions 
The educational growth of Shrewsbury warrants a new junior-senior 
high school building. The educational specifications proposed by the 
writer have been developed upon the established educational needs of 
the students end accordi.Dg to approved techniques. The suegested 
building would provide for a better educational program tor the youth 
ot the cCIIIIBUili ty. An adequate and :fUnctional building would allow tor 
future educational growth. 
Recaamendations 
It is recaamended: 
1. That these educational specifications should be given sane 
study by the buildi.Dg camai ttee, school caami ttee, superiD-
tendent ot schools, and archi teet in planning a new junior-
senior high school; 
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2. That committees of the high school faculty assist the arch! teet 
in adapti.Dg these specifications into tentative building plans; 
3. That a long-range building program be planned whereby the 
educational needs ot the youth ot the communi t;r may be met as 
suggested 1.D these specifications; 
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4. That a study be made in the ~ture by the hieh school faculty 
to determine the chellging educational needs of the caiDDW:li ty 
Blld to pl8ll f'or such changes in the program of studies as Yill 
meet those needs. 
APPEliDIX A 
MAJOR BEAL HIGH SCHOOL 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Office of the Principal 
Ms.rch 31, 1952 
Dear Graduate: 
While you 111ero a student at Beal High Schnol you no doubt 
wished for a building with adequate facilities to carry on an 
up-to-date ~ducational program. It is our hope that some day it 
·~rill be more than a wish; and, in preparation for such an EJvent, 
111e are conducting this survey of the classes of 1945, 1946, 1947, 
1948, and 1949. 
First, we must plan a program of studies which will meet 
the needs of the future youth of Shrewsbury - a ~rogram for the 
new building \llhich should be built. We wish your help in deter-
mining that program. We need the suggestions you can give us 
based on your experience since leaving Beal High Sch~ol. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire relative to tho ~rogram you 
f ollo•11ed in school. Did it help to prepare you f,r the things 
you wished to do when you left school? If not, we wnuld like 
to know what you thought "'as lacking, in order that we may make 
improvements in our program of studies which will help our fu-
ture graduates. we · would greatly appreciate your .frank opinions 
on this subject. We will regard the information you give us as 
strictly confidential. 
Won't you please check the questionnaire ~romptly and 
return it to us? 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
.J AC/m 
Enc/2 
Very truly yours, 
. ··~~~~.· 
,)/ 
· James A. Cook 
Principal 
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APPDDIX B 
(}RADUATE Q,UEST IONNAIRE l2l 
Maiden name 
1. Name: 
------------------------·if married ··----·---·. 
Last First Middle 
2. Address: . ____ .. Class of ____ _ 
Number Stre!)t City State 
3. Present Occupation: 
City State 
Name of school attended since leaving High School-
4. Check in column 1 below the subjects you. followed iri High School. Indicate in 
column 2 those that have been ~ helpful to you and in column 3 those that 
have bean least helpful. In column 4, check those subjects you wis~xou had 
taken. 
··-- - .. --- - -··- . 
. . 
: 1 1 2 3 4 
---------------~i lfiJe~MOST - LEAST~ WISH 
~:U.bject ·1 TAKEN i HEt.P ! HELP ! TAKEN I I 1 
Enlih . i i 
- -~- a ----------11---T----+----t----
Dramatica 
Debatin~g~-----,---~--+--+--­
Speech 
Languages: I 
La t in ---· It 
French l ~-:..c:=__---T----:~-· SpaE.!sh 
Mathematics: 
=A:.::;l""g""e;..::b;..::r..:a=---------!----t----:---·-1---- . Geometry 1 
Trigonometry I ~n. Math.~.~~--~~--T--~---T---
Pr~c. Ma. th. ·i 
Rev. Math . ·- -- f 
Social Studies: l 
..:.\'j-=r o:.:r:...:l;..:d=-.:G::.e::.o~o.::z.a-r=-=a.p=hyiL_-t--~--..;----+1 • - - ·1 World Hi __ l~ tory 
..:...::=>-'----4---'----!----,----·1 U. s. Hi~tory . 1 Prob. of Democra~y~ 1 
§£ort_s __________ ~---~·-+---~ I 
, . ! I 
! ! ! . 
---4-----,- - ·-,----!-- ----
i i i ! 
i i i ! I 
--i---;--···;- - -·-+--- -
i i i ! I 
' ' I 
-------------+! __ ~1----+j __ . _ ___ ,., 
I I : : 
· I j ! 
I :! 
Driver Educ~tion 
O_ther a.ctivi ties 
Sub,ject 
Sciences: 
General Sct~nce 
. 1 i 2 . 3 i 4 
I . ' j Sue. !: MOST! LEAST; WISH 
jTAKEN!HELF'I HE~AK~ 
· I I · I ; I 
~!ol~----------~--~~~---~--­
G~e~n~·!.......:C~h~e~m=i~s..:.;tr::...Yil.-----t---+---+--~-· 
Col. Chemistry 
Gon. Physics 
O.Q.L_~hyaics 
Commercial: 
~ypewriting 
., 
I 
Stenography --+---· . 
Bookkeep_ ing ----+-----l'----J----;--
Office Machines l---
pom11. Arithm~e~t~i~c~~i----~- ·~---~~-­
Jr. Business Tra.in'g. 
I 
Manual Arts -~-
~ome Economics 
~~sical Traini~g 
·--T-··- · 
I 
I I C~h~or~u~s _____________ ~--~----+---~-
1 
Band 
I 
Orchestra. i ! ! . 
.. -;----+-~---+---· -+- ---i j I 
i i Qlubs 
---· _T-__ _.__ 
5 . What subjects or courses which were ~t given in high school do you feel would 
be helnf'n1 t.l'l Vl'\11 '~"~'"'"'? 
APP.DDIX C 
MAJOR BEAL HIGH SCHOOL 122 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Office of the Principal 
May 23, 1952 
Dear Graduate: 
You perhaps have mislaid the letter I sent ~o you relative to 
1Jlanning a program of studies which will meet the needs of the future 
youth of Shrewsbury - a program for the new building which shou1d be 
built. We wish your help in determining that program. We need the 
suggestions you can give us based on your experience sj.nee leaving 
Beal High School. 
I have enclosed another questionnaire relative to the program 
you followed in school ~ Did it help to prepare you for the things 
you wished to do when you left school? If not, we would like to 
knov-1 what you thou?.ht was lacking, in order <that we may make im-
provements in our program of studies which will help our future 
~raduates. V.Ie would greatly appreciate your frank opinions on this 
subject. We will regard the information you give us as strictly con-
fidential . 
Won•t you please check the questionnaire promptly and return it 
to us? 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
JAC/imn 
...:.nclosure 
Very truly yours, 
~~ 
James A. Cooke 
Principal 
• 
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